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3 SUMMARY 
Background 
This paper reports and analyses the trade figures in telecommunications equipment 
for 1988 
From 1st January 1988, trade statistics in the Community have been collected on 
the basis of the Combined Nomenclature. It has, therefore, been necessary to 
define a completely new trade aggregate in telecommunications equipment. The 
new aggregate is listed in Appendix B and the problem of reconciling the trade 
figures given by this new aggregate and figures given for previous years is dealt with 
in Appendix A. 
In general, the new aggregate is more conservative or narrowly defined than the 
previous one. Moreover, the change in nomenclature has meant that items of 
equipment can now be more correctly allocated to their respective sub-categories, 
e.g. transmission, switching, terminal equipment etc. This modification does make it 
impossible, however, to make comparisons with previous years at anything but a 
global or trading partner level. 
It should be noted that the figures cited in this report are based on monthly 
Eurostat statistics. 
Main Points 
1.  The external trade surplus of the Community in telecommunications 
equipment has narrowed sharply from 1,2 bn ecu in 1986 and 1,0 bn ecu in 1987 to 
about 0,1 bn ecu in 1988. Part of this decrease is explained by the change in the 
statistical nomenclature. The remainder confirms the secular trend that had begun 
as early as 1982- see pages 8, 9 and annex A. The main features of the trade 
balance and distribution of flows can be seen in table I. 
2.  The trade position with Japan has deteriorated steadily since 1982-83 and 
more markedly since 1986. The deficit has grown, from 0,7 bn ecu in 1986 to 0,9 bn 
ecu in 1987 to nearly 1,2 bn ecu in  1988. Just over 50% of this deficit is due to 
imports by the Community of facsimile equipment. 
3.  In contrast, there has been a slight decline in the Community's deficit with 
the USA. This has decreased from 0,6 bn ecu in  1986 to 0,5 bn ecu in 1987 to just in 
excess of 0,4 bn ecu in 1988. The majority of the deficit with the USA is split almost 
equally between transmission equipment and terminals.  The use of the new 
Combined Nomenclature facilitates the statistical comparison with US sources and 
the global trade figures reported here correspond fairly closely to those issued by 
the Dept. of Commerce for 1988. 
4.  Intra-EC trade in telecommunications equipment has continued to rise 
relative to extra-EC trade. The ratio of the former to the latter was about 0,9 in 
1988. This seems to confirm the graJual integration of EC markets, as supported by 
Community policy. 
c: 
(.) 5.  The EFTA countries continue to he the Community's most important trading 
partner in  terms of total flows of telecommunications equipment in either direction. This 
feature emphasises the importance of current discussions with EIT  A countries in 
telecommunications. 
6.  Extra-EC trade in telecommunications equipment represented about 16% of 
Community production in  1988 compared to about 11% for the whole of industrial 
production. These figures confirm the world trade orientation and dependence of the 
telecommunications industry 
7.  The largest Community deficit countries with Japan are W. Germany and the 
UK. The UK has the most significant deficit with the US. Only W. Germany has a trade 
surplus in equipment with the US. It is also the most important exporter to the EITA 
countries. Only W.Germany, France, Belgium (including Luxembourg) and Ireland in 
that order have overall external trade surpluses in equipment. The UK has the largest 
deficit of  just over 0,5 bn ecu. Overall the Community has an external surplus iq 
equipment in all sub-markets except for terminals. The largest surplus is in transmission 
equipment and this almost exactly matches the deficit in terminal equipment of  just over 
0,4 bn ecu.  "~ 
8.  In conclusion, the trade figures for 1988 show a weakening of the Community's 
external position in telecommunications equipment.  This seems essentially due to the 
rapidly growing importance in world trade of new equipment markets, particularly 
facsimile equipment, where historically, the European competitive position has been 
poor.  The emerging importance of such markets confirms the continuing need for EC 
policy to emphasise increased integration and competition in the Community as a means 
of encouraging European innovation and competitive performance. 
Table 1: Telecommunications equipment trade with extra-EC in 1988, mecu. 
USA  Japan  EFTA  S.E. Asia  Rest  Total 
Exports  412  51  1038  186  2095  3782 
Imports  819  1220  950  342  355  3686 
Balance  -408  -1169  88  -156  1740  95 
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SE-Asio : S. Koreo, Toiwon,ASSESSMENT OF EC TRADE l)ERFORMANCE IN  1988 
In traduction 
This report focuses on telecommunications trade with the Community's main 
trading partners, i.e. Japan, the USA and the EFTA countries. The summary tables 
in the following section give the external trade flows by equipment sub-category for 
the Community. Detailed tables covering intra- as well as extra-EC trade appear in 
a later section. 
From the beginning of 1988, the Community's telecommunications trade is based 
on a new aggregate which is defined using the Combined Nomenclature rather than 
the Nimexe nomenclature. The new aggregate is more conservatively defined than 
the one used prior to 1988 so that it is not easy to compare the trade flows and  . 
balances presented here with those of previous reports. Details of the new 
aggregate are given in the annex and in a supplementary report, Hirst(1989)-
XIII/209(89)-EN. Annex A also treats the problem of reconciling the 1988 trade 
figures presented here with those emanating from previous reports. 
The new trade aggregate also redefines the sub-categories, (switching, transmission, 
terminal equipment etc) which have traditionally been used. This has been made 
possible because of the more precise nature of the Combined Nomenclature. 
General Points 
The overall trade balance of the EC has declined from 1,2 bn ecu and 1,0 bn ecu 
respectively in 1986 and 1987 to 0,1 bn ecu in 1988, although part of the reason for 
this is the more conservative nature of the newly defined telecommunications trade 
aggregate, see annex A. 
Apart from W. Germany, France, Belgium, (including Luxembourg) and Ireland all 
Community countries have external deficits in telecommunications equipment 
trade. W. Germany has the largest surplus with 605 mecu and the UK the largest 
deficit with -546 mecu. 
The Community's largest deficit is with Japan, nearly 1,2 bn ecu in 1988 compared 
to 0,9 bn ecu in 1987. The Community also has a significant deficit in telecommuni-
cations equipment with the USA, although this has decreased in ecu terms since 
1985. In 1988 the deficit declined to 408 mecu from 494 mecu in  1987. 
The main change in 1988 has been the sharp decline in equipment exports to the 
rest of the world. These have declined from nearly 4,2 bn ecu in 1987 to 3,3 bn ecu 
in  1988 whilst imports have remained relatively stable at between 1,6 and 1,7 bn ecu 
for both years. 
Nearly half of the Community's telecommunications equipment trade in either 
direction is in  terminals and related equipment, in which it  had an overall deficit of 
447 mccu in  1988. The Community's largest surplus is  in  transmission equipment, 
442 mecu in  1988. 
9 .Iapan 
Trade between the Community and Japan is almost entirely unidirectional. Exports 
to Japan in  1988 were a mere 51 mecu compared to imports of 1220 mecu. Over 
half of these exports were in transmission equipment. 
Of the imports, about 70% comprise terminal equipment, including parts. Amongst 
this is 653 mecu of facsimile equipment, i.e. about 54% of total imports. The deficit 
in facsimile equipment is about 649 mecu and this represents about 56% of the total 
telecommunications equipment deficit with Japan. The remaining imports and 
corresponding deficit is spread fairly evenly across the other equipment categories. 
The major importing countries in the EC are the UK (363 mecu), W. Germany (351 
mecu) and the Netherlands (114 mecu). These countries respectively have deficits 
of 349, 327 and 111 mecu. For all Community countries it is terminal equipment 
which accounts for the major share of imports. 
The USA 
The overall deficit position with the USA in 1988 is estimated at 408 mecu or 
$483m. Exports were 412 mecu ($487m) and imports 819 mecu ($969m). These 
figures compare reasonably well with those issued by the Dept. of Commerce which 
indicate that the USA exported $788m of telecommunications equipment  to the 
Community in 1988 and imported $370m. The deficit position ($418m) reported by 
the DOC differs by a factor equivalent to the exchange rate, i.e. about 18%. 
In 1988 all Community countries except W.Germany had a deficit in 
telecommunications equipment with the USA. W. Germany accounted for over 
40% of EC exports, (i.e. 168 mecu) and imported 154 mecu to give a surplus of 14 
mecu. The main deficit countries were the UK ( 186 mecu  ), the Netherlands (79 
mecu) and Italy (74 mecu). 
The main categories of imbalance are transmission equipment and terminals. 
Although the Community exported 149 mecu of transmission equipment to the 
USA in 1988, imports totalled 335 mecu, i.e. an imbalance of 186 mecu. Imports of 
terminal equipment amounted to 285 mecu to give a deficit of 199 mecu, or about 
49% of the overall deficit with the USA. 
EFT  A  Countries 
The largest two way flows of telecommunications equipment take place with EFf  A 
countries. Community exports totalled 1038 mecu in 1988 and imports 950 mecu to 
give a net balance of 88 mecu. W. Germany accounts for 60% of these exports and 
it is also a significant importer, (254 mecu ). The other major importing countries 
are the UK (217 mecu), the Netherlands (149 mecu) and Italy (108 mecu). 
The Community is a significant importer of switching equipment from EFfA 
countries, (195 mecu in  1988) while exports are lower, ( 124 mecu), but the main 
trading categories are transmission equipment and terminals. Imports and exports 
in the former category were 149 and 413 mecu respectively in  1988. The equivalent 
figures for terminal equipment were 446 and 350 mecu. 
to INTRA- AND EXTRA-EC TRADE IN 1988 
General Background 
The continued integration of the Community economies is highlighted by the 
increasing importance of intra-EC trade relative to extra-EC trade. lntra-EC trade 
flows were reported to be between 3,3 and 3,4 bn ecu in 1988, while extra-EC 
imports were 3,8 bn ecu and extra-EC exports were 3,7 bn ecu. 
lntra-EC flows have, therefore, risen steadily in the last two years. In 1986 they 
stood at 2,9 bn ecu and in 1987 at 3,1 bn ecu. In contrast, extra-EC exports have 
declined from a total of 4,6 bn ecu in 1987 and extra-EC imports have increased 
from about 3,6 bn ecu in that year. 
It is not possible to make a realistic comparison of the trade flows in equipment 
sub-markets with previous years, because the change in nomenclature has meant 
that equipment items have been allocated to categories in different ways. 
Intra-EC Trade 
Only W. Germany, France and Ireland are net exporters to the rest of the 
Community and W. Germany has by far the largest surplus with 817 mecu in 1988. 
The largest category of intra-EC trade is transmission equipment, (about 1,3 bn 
ecu  ), followed by terminals and switching equipment. Intra-EC trade in radio-
related equipment is relatively low at 100 mecu in 1988, though mobile telephones 
are included under the terminals category. 
Extra-EC Trade with the Rest of  the World (excluding USA and Japan) 
The overall balance with the rest of the world was about 1,7 bn ecu in 1988. Exports 
declined to about 3,3 bn ecu and imports remained relatively steady at 1,6 bn ecu. 
The UK, the Netherlands, Portugal and Greece have trade deficits with the rest of 
the world. W. Germany has the largest surplus, (0,9 bn ecu) followed by France, 
(nearly 0,6 bn ecu ). 
The Community has a surplus in all equipment sub-categories with the rest of the 
world. The largest surpluses are in transmission equipment, (nearly 0,7 bn ecu) and 
in terminal equipment, Uust over 0,6 bn ecu ). Two Community countries have 
significant deficits in terminal equipment with the rest of the world: the 
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 Table 3 
EC  Trade  balance  in Telecommunications  equipment  1988 
with  USA  with  USA  with  Japan 
(mecu)  (Sm)  (mecu) 
Exports 
Switching equipment  101  119  4 
Transmission equipment  149  176  26 
Radio-related (mobile)  equipment  20  24  3 
C0fl1)0nents  55  65  10 
Terminals  86  102  8 
Telephone  sets  11  13  0 
Other  telephonic apparatus and  parts  43  51  2 
Fax  machines  including parts  9  11  4 
Parts of  telephonic apparatus  20  24  1 
Answering  machines  0  0  0 
Other apparatus (incl.  some  mobile sets)  4  5  0 
Total  412  487  51 
l~rts 
Switching equipment  103  122  98 
Transmission equipment  335  396  90 
Radio-related (mobile)  equipment  42  so  70 
Coq>onents  54  64  91 
Terminals  285  337  8n 
Telephone sets  14  17  58 
Other  telephonic apparatus and  parts  144  170  95 
Fax  machines  including parts  63  75  653 
Parts of  telephonic apparatus  46  54  24 
Answering  machines  6  7  31 
Other apparatus (incl.  some  mobile sets)  11  13  10 
Total  819  969  1220 
Balance 
Switching equipment  -2  -2  -94 
Transmission equipment  ·186  -220  -64 
Radio-related (mobile)  equipment  -22  -26  -67 
C0fl1)0neflt s  1  ·81 
Terminals  -199  -235  -864 
Telephone  sets  -3  -4  -58 
Other  telephonic apparatus and  parts  -102  -121  -93 
Fax  machines  including parts  -54  -64  -649 
Parts of  telephonic apparatus  -26  -31  -23 
Answering  machines  -6  -7  -31 
Other apparatus  (incl.  some  mobile sets)  -8  -9  -10 
Total  -408  -482  -1169 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT  Zero  entry where  value  less than 0.5 MECU  (0.5 million US-S) 
DGXIII-E-3 
PV  06JUN89 Telecornrnunications  equipment  trade  with  USA 
~  Exports  -
Imports 
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1984- 1985  1986  1987•  1988  1) 
1)  Change  in definition between  1987  and  1988  26 
2)  56%  of  the deficit with  Japan  in  1988  is due  to  facsimile  equipment;  in  1987  it was  52% Table 4 
EC  Trade  Balance  in Telecommunications  Equipment,  1981-1988  (MECU) 
EUR-10  1)  EUR-12 
1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1984  1985  1986  1987 
with  US 
Exports  137  195  256  344  413  361  444  368  417 
lq>arts  526  612  705  9n  1205  1003  1242  988  910 
Balance  -390  -417  -449  -634  -792  -642  -798  -620  -494 
with  Japan 
Exports  17  16  21  28  39  29  39  39  40 
Iq>arts  236  262  301  432  538  459  575  724  984 
Balance  -219  -246  -280  -404  -499  -431  -536  -685  -944 
with  rest 
Exports  3117  3465  36n  4080  4357  4014  4287  3878  4158 
lq>arts  750  853  1000  1250  1445  1197  1383  1340  1692 
Balance  2368  2612  2678  2831  2912  2818  2904  2538  2467 
with  Extra-EC 
Exports  3271  3676  3954  4452  4809  4404  4770  4285  4615 
lq>arts  1512  1727  2006  2659  3188  2659  3200  3052  3586 
Balance  1759  1949  1949  1793  1621  1745  1570  1233  1029 
1)  EUR-10  EUR-12  without Portugal  and  Spain 
2)  Change  in definition between  1987  and  1988 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT 
DGXIII-E-3 
PV  06JUN89 
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4  'l DETAILED INTRA- AND EXTRA-EC 
TRADE FLOWS 
Summary extra EC 1988 
Equipment Trade 1988 
Switching equipment trade 1988 
Transmission equipment trade 1988 
Radio-related equipment trade 1988 
Components trade 1988 
Terminals trade 1988 
Equipment trade 1987 
Equipment trade 1986 
Equipment trade 1985 
Equipment trade 1984 
49 Telecommunications  equipment  trade 1988  with  EXTRA-EC  by  reporter  in mill ions  of  ECU  1988 
IMPORTS  TO  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
Switching  38  14  31  188  44  158  4  5  2  4  23  511  Switching 
Transmission  92  33  59  216  54  196  16  17  2  5  32  722  Transmission 
Radio-related  49  1  10  21  11  67  1  2  0  1  10  172  Radio-related 
Coqx>nents  38  8  16  114  36  55  1  9  2  4  22  304  Coqx>nents 
Terminals  120  n  303  402  205  625  49  59  22  16  99  19n  Terminals 
Total  337  133  418  941  350  1101  72  91  28  30  187  3686  Total 
EXPORTS  FROM  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
Switching  104  10  80  201  36  94  12  4  0  1  13  555  Switching 
Transmission  160  36  32  695  55  138  7  22  1  1  18  1164  Transmission 
Radio-related  101  0  8  37  3  57  1  1  0  0  2  210  Radio-related 
Cooponents  104  6  3  128  23  44  2  1  0  5  8  322  Conponents 
Terminals  306  165  36  485  126  221  83  44  0  3  60  1530  Terminals 
Total  776  216  159  1546  243  555  104  72  10  100  3782  Total 
BALANCE  OF  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  DK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
Switching  66  -4  49  13  -9  -64  7  -1  -2  -4  -9  44  Switching 
Transmission  68  2  -27  478  2  -58  -9  5  -1  -4  -14  442  Transmission 
Radio-related  53  0  -2  16  -8  -10  -1  -1  0  -1  -9  38  Radio-related 
Coqx>nents  66  -2  -13  14  -13  -11  1  -8  -2  1  -14  18  C~ts 
Terminals  186  88  -267  83  -78  -404  34  -15  -22  -13  -40  -447  Terminals 
Total  439  83  -260  605  -107  -546  32  -19  -27  -20  -86  95  Total 
•  GR  was  estimated based on  the period January - April  1988 • 
•  EXTRA-EC  sub-totals  include trade with  countries not  specified for military or commercial  reasons. 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is less than 0.5 million ECU 
OGXIII-E-3 
PV  06JUN89 Telecommunications  equipment  trade 1988  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  1988. 
IMPORTS  to  :  BLEU  NL  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
france  0  58  40  111  114  94  5  10  13  20  63  527  france 
BLEU  71  0  28  73  28  30  3  4  3  4  7  251  BLEU 
Netherlands  40  55  0  51  39  79  2  9  2  7  17  302  Netherlands 
l.lest-Germany  191  129  206  0  246  191  19  67  13  86  83  1231  \.lest-Germany 
Italy  69  10  11  42  0  40  3  8  3  7  44  238  Italy 
United Kingdom  61  20  63  89  37  0  45  14  1  10  27  368  United Kingdom 
Ireland  35  5  11  39  5  67  0  3  0  4  1  170  Ireland 
Denmark  2  3  5  12  3  6  2  0  0  1  2  35  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  10  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  12  Greece 
Portugal  2  0  4  27  3  2  0  0  0  0  4  43  Portugal 
Spain  25  10  3  47  10  11  0  1  0  11  0  117  Spain 
INTRA·EC  498  291  371  501  485  520  78  115  35  152  248  3295  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  78  18  149  254  108  217  16  51  1  11  46  950  EFTA 
USA  99  23  112  154  88  278  22  6·  2  6  31  819  USA 
Japan  100  60  114  351  93  363  5  27  6  12  89  1220  Japan 
South  Korea  4  6  3  2  10  27  0  2  0  0  4  59  South  Korea 
Taiwan  14  6  17  45  16  54  1  2  3  1  5  163  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  5  1  7  7  7  59  1  0  2  0  1  89  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  4  0  1  16  1  8  0  0  0  0  1  31  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  337  133  418  941  350  1101  n  91  28  30  187  3686  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  NL  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to  : 
France  0  82  38  194  66  56  11  2  0  2  23  4n  France 
BLEU  58  0  54  144  10  16  5  3  0  0  13  305  BLEU 
Netherlands  46  27  0  227  8  49  10  5  0  0  5  376  Netherlands 
\.lest-Germany  160  51  52  0  63  101  58  8  5  32  47  577  \.lest-Germany 
Italy  128  24  40  278  0  42  6  3  0  3  14  537  Italy 
United Kingdom  107  30  76  185  43  0  38  5  0  0  10  492  United Kingdom 
Ireland  12  1  1  19  3  40  0  1  0  0  1  78  Ireland 
Denmark  9  4  8  68  7  23  2  0  0  0  1  122  Denmark 
Greece  10  1  3  32  6  2  1  0  0  0  2  57  Greece 
Portugal  21  5  4  87  6  11  6  1  0  0  8  149  Portugal 
Spain  68  12  17  85  31  14  1  1  0  3  0  233  Spain 
INTRA-EC  617  237  293  1319  242  355  137  30  5  40  124  3400  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  96  36  35  615  55  92  55  38  0  1  14  1038  EFTA 
USA  68  10  33  168  13  91  17  1  0  5  6  412  USA 
Japan  5  2  3  24  1  14  0  0  0  0  0  51  Japan 
South  Korea  3  24  1  7  0  11  0  1  0  0  0  47  South  Korea 
Taiwan  4  5  2  12  1  8  0  0  0  0  0  33  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  6  1  7  9  2  27  0  0  0  1  1  54  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  11  1  6  14  3  14  1  0  0  0  1  52  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  776  216  159  1546  243  555  104  n  10  ·tOO  3782  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  NL  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  24  -3  83  -48  -38  5  -8  -13  -19  -40  -56  France 
BLEU  -13  0  26  71  -18  -14  2  -1  -3  -4  7  55  BLEU 
Netherlands  5  -28  0  176  -31  -30  8  -4  -2  -7  -13  74  Netherlands 
\.lest-Germany  -31  -77  -154  0  -183  -91  39  -59  -8  -54  -36  -654  \.lest-Germany 
Italy  59  14  29  236  0  3  3  -s- -3  -5  -30  300  Italy 
United Kingdom  45  10  12  95  6  0  -7  -9  -1  -10  -17  125  United Kingdom 
Ireland  -23  -4  -9  -21  -2  -27  0  -1  0  -4  0  -91  Ireland 
Denmark  6  1  3  56  4  18  1  0  0  -1  -1  87  Denmark 
Greece  10  1  3  22  6  1  1  0  0  0  2  45  Greece 
Portugal  18  5  0  60  3  9  6  1  0  0  4  106  Portugal 
Spain  43  2  14  38  21  4  1  1  0  -8  0  116  Spain 
INTRA-EC  119  -53  -78  817  -243  -165  59  -85  -30  -112  -124  105  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  17  18  -114  361  -54  -125  40  -13  -1  -10  -31  88  EFTA 
USA  -31  -14  -79  14  -74  -186  -5  -5  -2  -1  -25  -408  USA 
Japan  -95  -58  -111  -327  -92  -349  -5  -27  -6  -12  -89  -1169  Japan 
South  Korea  -1  18  -2  5  -10  -15  0  -2  0  0  -4  -12  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -11  -1  -14  -32  -15  -46  -1  -1  -3  -1  -5  -130  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  0  -1  2  -5  -31  0  0  -2  1  0  -35  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  8  1  5  -2  3  6  1  0  0  0  -1  21  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  439  83  -260  605  -107  -546  32  -19  -27  -20  -86  95  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 mill i!} zu 
DGXIII-E-3 
PV  06JUN89 Telecommunications  switching equipment  trade 1988  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  1988 
IMPORTS  to  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  14  5  25  28  9  0  2  2  5  23  114  France 
BLEU  5  0  4  11  2  6  0  0  0  1  0  30  BLEU 
Netherlands  6  16  0  0  2  8  0  1  0  0  2  36  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  43  46  57  0  80  53  1  9  4  35  28  356  \lest-Germany 
Italy  23  3  2  0  0  7  0  0  1  2  6  45  Italy 
United Kingdom  6  2  9  26  7  0  4  2  0  2  5  63  United Kingdom 
Ireland  2  0  1  2  0  4  0  1  0  0  0  10  Ireland 
Denmark  0  0  0  2  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  4  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  4  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  4  Greece 
Portugal  0  0  0  3  1  0  0  0  0  0  2  6  Portugal 
Spain  4  1  0  5  4  2  0  0  0  2  0  18  Spain 
INTRA-EC  89  83  79  79  124  90  6  15  7  47  66  686  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  14  3  13  64  20  67  0  3  1  1  9  195  EFTA 
USA  8  3  9  21  10  44  3  0  1  0  4  103  USA 
Japan  8  6  8  25  8  32  1  1  0  2  7  98  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  South  Korea 
Taiwan  1  2  1  3  2  1  0  0  0  0  1  12  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  2  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  1  0  0  11  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  14  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  38  14  31  188  44  158  4  5  2  4  23  511  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRl  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to  : 
France  0  3  6  4  12  10  0  0  0  0  13  49  France 
BLEU  8  0  17  16  2  3  0  0  0  0  1  48  BLEU 
Netherlands  4  3  0  9  2  9  2  0  0  0  1  31  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  12  1  20  0  21  30  1  1  0  1  6  92  \lest-Germany 
Italy  22  6  12  5  0  7  0  0  0  1  8  61  Italy 
United Kingdom  11  9  36  7  8  0  1  1  0  0  2  74  United Kingdom 
Ireland  0  0  0  1  0  5  0  0  0  0  0  7  Ireland 
Denmark  1  0  3  1  1  3  0  0  0  0  0  10  Denmark 
Greece  3  0  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  7  Greece 
Portugal  2  1  1  8  1  2  1  0  0  0  2  18  Portugal 
Spain  11  0  12  2  6  3  0  0  0  1  0  35  Spain 
INTRA-EC  74  23  107  55  54  71  5  3  0  3  35  431  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  15  2  15  53  6  20  10  1  0  0  2  124  EFTA 
USA  25  0  30  24  2  18  1  1  0  0  1  101  USA 
Japan  1  0  2  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  4  Japan 
South  Korea  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  South  Korea 
Taiwan  1  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  4  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  0  1  0  0  6  0  0  0  0  0  9  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  2  0  2  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  7  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  104  10  80  201  36  94  12  4  0  13  555  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRl  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  -11  1  -22  -16  1  0  -2  -2  -5  -10  -65  France 
BLEU  4  0  14  4  0  -4  0  0  0  -1  1  18  BLEU 
Netherlands  -2  -13  0  9  -1  1  2  -1  0  0  -1  -6  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  -31  -46  -37  0  -59  -22  0  -8  -4  -35  -22  -264  \lest-Germany 
Italy  -1  3  10  5  0  0  0  0  -1  -1  1  17  Italy 
United Kingdom  4  7  26  -19  1  0  -3  -1  0  -2  -2  11  United Kingdom 
Ireland  -1  0  -1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  -3  Ireland 
Denmark  1  0  3  -1  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  6  Denmark 
Greece  3  0  0  -2  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  Greece 
Portugal  2  0  1  5  0  2  1  0  0  0  1  12  Portugal 
Spain  7  -1  11  -3  3  0  0  0  0  -1  0  17  Spain 
INTRA-EC  -15  -60  28  -24  -70  -19  -1  -12  -7  -44  -31  -255  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  1  0  2  -11  -15  -46  9  -2  -1  -1  -7  -71  EFTA 
USA  17  -3  21  3  -8  -26  -2  0  -1  0  -3  -2  USA 
Japan  -7  -6  -6  -25  -8  -31  -1  -1  0  -2  -7  -94  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0.  0  0  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -1  -2  0  -2  -2  0  0  0  0  0  -1  -8  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  0  1  0  0  5  0  0  0  0  0  7  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  0  0  2  -11  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  -7  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  66  -4  49  13  -9  -64  7  -1  -2  -4  -9  44  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COHEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million ECU 
DGXIIl-E-3  53  PV  06JUN89 Telecommunications  transmission equipment  trade 1988  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  1988 
IMPORTS  to  :  F  BLEU  NL  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  24  16  55  21  40  2  4  0  4  22  189  France 
BLEU  48  0  6  31  10  10  0  3  0  1  3  113  BLEU 
Netherlands  21  14  0  36  7  25  1  2  0  3  2  112  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  70  35  66  0  71  68  13  29  3  12  22  390  \lest-Germany 
Italy  25  4  3  28  0  14  1  3  1  4  11  93  Italy 
United Kingdom  21  7  19  35  11  0  18  3  0  1  11  127  United Kingdom 
Ireland  9  2  4  13  1  24  0  0  0  2  1  56  Ireland 
Denmark  1  1  1  4  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  9  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  5  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  7  Greece 
Portugal  1  0  4  4  2  1  0  0  0  0  2  15  Portugal 
Spain  17  9  1  3  2  5  0  0  0  8  0  45  Spain 
INTRA-EC  214  97  122  213  126  191  35  44  5  34  74  1155  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  13  4  6  73  8  24  2  12  0  2  7  149  EFTA 
USA  53  9  34  71  31  106  11  2  0  1  16  335  USA 
Japan  9  8  6  29  5  22  1  1  1  2  5  90  Japan 
South  Korea  1  0  0  1  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  5  South  Korea 
Taiwan  7  2  7  23  4  10  0  1  0  0  2  57  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  0  1  2  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  6  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  1  0  0  4  0  5  0  0  0  0  1  10  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  92  33  59  216  54  196  16  17  2  5  32  722  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  NL  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to  : 
France  0  57  26  113  37  12  6  1  0  0  7  259  France 
BLEU  18  0  15  63  3  3  2  1  0  0  11  116  BLEU 
Netherlands  14  6  0  138  2  7  3  1  0  0  1  173  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  64  22  16  0  26  31  30  3  0  12  28  232  Uest-Germany 
Italy  28  10  7  153  0  10  0  1  0  2  2  213  Italy 
United Kingdom  53  11  18  105  7  0  21  1  0  0  5  221  United Kingdom 
Ireland  5  0  0  14  1  14  0  0  0  0  1  36  Ireland 
Denmark  2  3  3  41  2  7  0  0  0  0  0  58  Denmark 
Greece  1  0  0  6  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  9  Greece 
Portugal  3  1  1  24  2  1  2  0  0  0  3  37  Portugal 
Spain  23  3  3  43  3  5  0  0  0  2  0  82  Spain 
INTRA-EC  211  114  89  700  85  90  63  8  0  16  59  1435  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  25  20  8  320  12  15  2  8  0  0  4  413  EFTA 
USA  15  6  1  93  2  29  2  0  0  0  1  149  USA 
Japan  1  0  0  18  0  5  0  0  0  0  0  26  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  5  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  7  South  Korea 
Taiwan  1  0  1  8  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  11  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  1  3  7  1  6  0  0  0  0  1  19  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  4  0  3  10  3  3  0  0  0  0  0  23  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  160  36  32  695  55  138  7  22  18  1164  EXTRA·EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  NL  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  33  10  58  16  -28  4  -3  0  -4  -15  70  France 
BLEU  -30  0  9  32  -7  -7  1  -2  0  -1  8  3  BLEU 
Netherlands  -7  -8  0  102  -6  -17  2  -1  0  -3  -1  61  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  -6  -13  -51  0  -45  -37  16  -26  -3  0  7  -158  Uest-Germany 
Italy  3  6  4  126  0  -4  -1  -2  -1  -2  -9  120  Italy 
United Kingdom  31  4  -1  70  -4  0  4  -2  0  -1  -6  94  United  Kingdom 
Ireland  -4  -2  -4  1  0  -10  0  0  0  -2  0  -20  Ireland 
Denmark  1  2  2  37  2  5  0  0  0  0  0  49  Denmark 
Greece  1  0  0  1  1  -1  0  0  0  0  0  2  Greece 
Portugal  2  1  -3  20  0  0  2  0  0  0  1  22  Portugal 
Spain  6  -6  1  40  1  -1  0  0  0  -6  0  37  Spain 
INTRA-EC  -3  17  -33  487  -41  -101  28  -36  -5  -19  -15  280  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  12  16  2  247  5  -9  0  -5  0  -1  -3  264  EFTA 
USA  -38  -3  -33  21  -29  -76  -9  -2  0  -1  -15  -186  USA 
Japan  -8  -8  -6  -11  -4  -17  -1  -1  -1  -2  -5  -64  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  5  0  -2  0  0  0  0  0  2  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -6  -2  -7  -15  -4  -10  0  ·1  0  0  ·2  -47  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  1  2  5  1  4  0  0  0  0  1  13  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  3  0  3  7  3  -2  0  0  0  0  0  13  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  68  2  -27  478  2  -58  -9  5  -1  -4  -14  442  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million ECU 
OGXII i -E-3 
PV  06JUN89 
5t1 Telecommunications  radio-related equipment  trade  1988  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  1988 
IMPORTS  to  :  f  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
france  0  0  0  2  3  5  0  0  0  3  3  16  France 
BLEU  1  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  3  BLEU 
Netherlands  4  2  0  3  2  1  0  1  0  0  0  13  Netherlands 
West-Germany  10  1  4  0  3  3  0  8  0  0  1  31  West-Germany 
Italy  3  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  5  Italy 
United Kingdom  3  1  4  4  3  0  1  1  0  0  5  23  United  Kingdom 
Ireland  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  Ireland 
Denmark  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  3  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  Greece 
Portugal  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  Portugal 
Spain  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Spain 
INTRA-EC  21  5  9  10  12  12  10  4  9  94  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  21  0  2  8  4  6  0  1  0  0  0  42  EFTA 
USA  8  0  0  4  4  20  1  1  0  0  4  42  USA 
Japan  15  0  4  8  3  33  0  0  0  1  5  70  Japan 
South  Korea  2  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  4  South  Korea 
Taiwan  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  49  10  21  11  67  2  0  10  1n  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to  : 
France  0  0  1  6  2  4  0  0  0  0  1  14  France 
BLEU  3  0  1  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  8  BLEU 
Netherlands  0  0  0  5  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  9  Netherlands 
West-Germany  8  0  2  0  1  8  0  1  0  0  0  20  West-Germany 
Italy  5  0  1  3  0  6  0  0  0  0  0  15  Italy 
United Kingdom  6  0  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  10  United Kingdom 
Ireland  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  Ireland 
Denmark  0  0  0  9  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  11  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Greece 
Portugal  4  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  5  Portugal 
Spain  5  0  0  3  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  11  Spain 
INTRA-EC  33  5  30  5  29  0  0  0  105  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  6  0  1  24  1  5  0  1  0  0  0  37  EFTA 
USA  7  0  0  1  0  10  1  0  0  0  0  20  USA 
Japan  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  3  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  0  0  8  0  0  0  0  0  9  South  Korea 
Taiwan  0  0  0  0  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  3  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  2  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  101  0  8  37  3  57  0  0  2  210  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  0  1  4  -1  0  0  0  0  -3  -2  -2  France 
BLEU  2  0  1  0  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  5  BLEU 
Netherlands  -4  -2  0  2  -1  2  0  -1  0  0  0  -4  Netherlands 
West-Germany  -2  -1  -2  0  -2  5  0  -7  0  0  0  -11  West-Germany 
Italy  2  0  1  3  0  5  0  0  0  0  0  10  Italy 
United Kingdom  3  -1  -4  -1  -2  0  -1  -1  0  0  -5  -13  United  Kingdom 
Ireland  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  Ireland 
Denmark  0  -1  0  8  -1  1  0  0  0  0  0  8  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Greece 
Portugal  4  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  5  Portugal 
Spain  5  0  0  3  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  11  Spain 
INTRA-EC  12  -4  -4  20  -8  17  -1  -9  -1  -4  -8  11  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  -15  0  -1  16  -3  -1  0  0  0  0  0  -5  EFTA 
USA  -2  0  0  -2  -4  -9  -1  -1  0  0  -4  -22  USA 
Japan  -15  0  -4  -7  -3  -32  0  0  0  -1  -5  -67  Japan 
South  Korea  -2  0  0  0  0  8  0  0  0  0  0  5  South  Korea 
Taiwan  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  3  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  53  0  -2  16  -8  -10  -1  -1  0  -1  -9  38  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COHEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million ECU 
DGXIII-E-3 
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~5 Telecommunications  components  trade 1988  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  1988 
IMPORTS  to  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  10  13  12  35  24  0  3  1  2  8  109  France 
BLEU  5  0  3  6  3  4  0  0  0  0  1  21  BLEU 
Netherlands  1  2  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  6  Netherlands 
\Jest-Germany  46  14  18  0  24  38  0  7  1  2  9  158  \Jest-Germany 
Italy  9  0  1  9  0  5  0  0  0  0  2  28  Italy 
United Kingdom  7  1  3  5  3  0  2  1  0  0  2  24  United Kingdom 
Ireland  16  0  0  9  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  27  Ireland 
Denmark  0  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  1  4  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  Greece 
Portugal  0  0  0  19  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  20  Portugal 
Spain  2  0  0  13  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  18  Spain 
INTRA-EC  86  27  39  76  66  75  4  12  2  6  23  415  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  15  4  9  45  8  18  0  3  0  3  13  119  EFTA 
USA  6  1  3  13  8  18  0  2  0  1  2  54  USA 
Japan  11  2  2  41  12  14  0  3  1  0  5  91  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  South  Korea 
Taiwan  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  3  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  38  8  16  114  36  55  9  2  4  22  304  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  NL  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to : 
France  0  4  0  42  9  6  1  0  0  0  1  64  France 
BLEU  18  0  1  13  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  35  BLEU 
Netherlands  13  3  0  20  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  39  Netherlands 
\Jest-Germany  58  3  1  0  9  5  4  1  0  18  11  111  \Jest-Germany 
Italy  46  2  0  40  0  3  1  0  0  0  1  92  Italy 
United Kingdom  23  1  1  41  23  0  1  0  0  0  2  92  United Kingdom 
Ireland  1  0  0  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  4  Ireland 
Denmark  5  0  0  6  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  12  Denmark 
Greece  2  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  4  Greece 
Portugal  6  0  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  9  Portugal 
Spain  21  1  0  13  3  1  0  0  0  0  0  40  Spain 
INTRA-EC  193  14  4  178  48  21  7  2  0  19  17  502  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  38  2  1  58  8  3  0  1  0  0  3  114  EFTA 
USA  8  1  1  27  3  8  1  0  0  5  2  55  USA 
Japan  2  0  0  2  0  4  0  0  0  0  0  10  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  South  Korea 
Taiwan  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  2  0  0  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  6  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  5  0  0  2  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  10  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  104  6  3  128  23  44  2  0  5  8  322  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  NL  D  UK  IRL  DK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  -5  -13  30  -27  -18  0  -3  -1  -2  -7  -45  France 
BLEU  13  0  -1  8  -2  -3  0  0  0  0  0  14  BLEU 
Netherlands  13  1  0  19  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  34  Netherlands 
\Jest-Germany  12  -11  -17  0  -14  -33  4  -6  -1  16  2  -47  \Jest-Germany 
Italy  37  1  -1  31  0  -2  0  0  0  0  -1  64  Italy 
United  Kingdom  16  0  -2  36  20  0  -1  -1  0  0  0  68  United Kingdom 
Ireland  -14  0  0  -9  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  -23  Ireland 
Denmark  4  0  0  4  0  0  -1  0  0  0  -1  7  Denmark 
Greece  2  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  4  Greece 
Portugal  5  0  0  -18  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  -11  Portugal 
Spain  19  0  0  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  22  Spain 
INTRA-EC  107  -13  -34  102  -18  -54  3  -10  -2  13  -6  87  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  23  -2  -9  13  -1  -14  0  -3  0  -3  -9  -5  EFTA 
USA  2  0  -3  14  -5  -9  0  -2  0  4  -1  1  USA 
Japan  -8  -2  -2  -39  -12  -9  0  -3  -1  0  -5  -81  Japan 
South  Korea  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  -1  0  South  Korea 
Taiwan  0  0  0  0  -1  -1  0  0  0  0  0  -2  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  2  0  0  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  5  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  5  0  0  1  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  9  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  66  -2  -13  14  -13  -11  -8  -2  -14  18  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million ECU 
OGXIII-E-3 
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~6 Teleconmunications  terminals  trade 1988  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  1988 
IMPORTS  to  :  F  BLEU  Nl  D.  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  10  5  16  26  16  3  1  10  6  8  101  France 
BLEU  13  0  15  25  12  9  2  1  2  2  3  85  BLEU 
Netherlands  9  21  0  11  27  44  0  5  1  3  13  136  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  23  32  61  0  68  29  4  14  5  37  23  296  \lest-Germany 
Italy  8  3  5  5  0  12  2  4  1  1  24  67  Italy 
United Kingdom  23  8  28  20  14  0  20  7  0  7  3  131  United Kingdom 
Ireland  9  2  5  16  3  37  0  2  0  2  0  77  Ireland 
Denmark  1  2  3  3  2  3  1  0  0  0  0  15  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  Greece 
Portugal  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  3  Portugal 
Spain  3  0  1  26  3  2  0  0  0  1  0  36  Spain 
INTRA-EC  89  80  123  123  156  152  32  34  20  61  74  945  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  15  7  119  64  69  103  13  32  0  5  18  446  EFTA 
USA  23  10  66  45  35  91  6  1  1  3  4  285  USA 
Japan  57  44  93  247  65  262  3  22  4  7  66  an  Japan 
South  Korea  1  6  2  2  9  23  0  2  0  0  3  48  South  Korea 
Taiwan  6  2  9  18  9  41  0  1  2  0  3  90  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  4  1  7  4  6  55  0  0  1  0  1  80  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  1  0  0  1  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  6  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  120  77  303  402  205  625  49  59  22  16  99  1977  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  NL  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to : 
France  0  18  3  29  6  24  4  1  0  1  0  86  France 
BLEU  10  0  19  52  4  8  3  2  0  0  0  99  BLEU 
Netherlands  14  15  0  56  3  28  4  3  0  0  2  124  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  18  26  14  0  5  27  24  3  5  1  1  122  \lest-Germany 
Italy  27  6  20  76  0  16  5  2  0  0  3  156  Italy 
United  Kingdom  15  8  21  29  5  0  15  3  0  0  0  95  United Kingdom 
Ireland  5  1  1  3  1  19  0  1  0  0  0  30  Ireland 
Denmark  1  0  2  10  4  12  2  0  0  0  0  32  Denmark 
Greece  4  1  2  23  3  1  0  0  0  0  2  36  Greece 
Portugal  6  3  3  53  2  7  3  1  0  0  2  81  Portugal 
Spain  7  8  2  24  17  4  0  1  0  0  0  65  Spain 
INTRA-EC  107  86  87  355  51  145  61  16  5  3  11  926  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  12  12  12  160  28  48  43  28  0  0  5  350  EFTA 
USA  13  2  1  23  5  25  13  1  0  0  2  86  USA 
Japan  0  2  1  2  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  8  Japan 
South  Korea  1  24  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  28  South  Korea 
Taiwan  1  4  1  3  1  3  0  0  0  0  0  14  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  0  2  0  1  13  0  0  0  1  0  19  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  1  1  1  1  0  4  1  0  0  0  0  9  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  306  165  36  485  126  221  83  44  0  3  60  1530  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  f  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  8  -2  12  -20  8  2  0  -10  -5  -7  -14  france 
BLEU  -3  0  4  27  -8  -2  1  1  -2  -2  -2  14  BLEU 
Netherlands  5  -7  0  44  -25  -16  3  -2  -1  -3  -11  -12  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  -5  -7  -47  0  -63  -3  20  -11  0  -36  -22  -174  \lest-Germany 
Italy  18  3  15  71  0  4  4  -2  -1  -1  -21  89  Italy 
United Kingdom  -8  0  -7  9  -9  0  -6  -4  0  -7  -3  -35  United Kingdom 
Ireland  -4  -2  -4  -13  -2  -18  0  -1  0  -2  0  -46  Ireland 
Denmark  0  -1  -1  7  2  9  2  0  0  0  0  17  Denmark. 
Greece  4  1  2  23  3  1  0  0  0  0  2  36  Greece 
Portugal  5  3  3  52  2  7  3  1  0  0  2  78  Portugal 
Spain  5  8  2  -2  15  2  0  1  0  -1  0  29  Spain 
INTRA-EC  18  6  -35  232  -105  -8  29  -18  -15  -58  -63  -18  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  -3  5  -107  96  -40  -55  30  -3  0  -5  -12  -:96  EFTA 
USA  -10  -8  -65  -21  -30  -66  6  0  -1  -3  -2  -199  USA 
Japan  -56  -42  -92  -245  -65  -260  -3  -22  -4  -7  -66  -864  Japan 
South  Korea  1  18  -2  -1  -9  -21  0  -2  0  0  -3  -19  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -5  3  -8  -15  -8  -37  0  -1  -2  0  -3  -76  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  -3  -1  -4  -4  -6  -43  0  0  -1  1  -1  -60  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  0  1  1  1  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  3  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  186  88  -267  83  -78  -404  34  -15  -22  -13  -40  -447  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COHEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million ECU 
DGXIII-E-3 
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~'{ Telecommunications  equipment  trade 1987  by  reporter and  partner  in mill ions  of  ECU  1987 
IMPORTS  to  :  F  BLEU  NL  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  39  19  132  108  62  8  5  2  6  27  408  France 
BLEU  25  0  106  126  21  31  1  6  0  2  5  323  BLEU 
Netherlands  53  53  0  98  40  98  3  15  1  4  12  377  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  169  128  179  0  165  154  12  98  26  39  52  1021  \lest-Germany 
Italy  53  9  19  64  0  40  3  10  4  8  34  243  Italy 
United Kingdom  70  27  58  110  52  0  54  16  1  4  16  409  United Kingdom 
Ireland  8  2  5  35  5  47  0  4  0  1  1  108  Ireland 
Denmark  10  3  10  17  7  14  2  0  0  3  5  70  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  10  2  1  0  0  0  0  0  12  Greece 
Portugal  4  0  11  28  0  5  0  0  0  0  2  51  Portugal 
Spain  8  2  2  36  6  7  0  2  0  2  0  66  Spain 
INTRA-EC  398  263  409  657  407  457  83  156  35  69  154  3088  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  54  18  131  236  72  229  17  96  1  5  48  906  EFTA 
USA  93  26  89  188  104  334  32  12  3  3  27  910  USA 
Japan  65  51  86  282  126  253  5  35  6  10  65  984  Japan 
South  Korea  6  4  10  15  15  20  0  1  0  0  4  74  South  Korea 
Taiwan  17  3  32  32  21  45  1  3  2  1  10  167  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  5  1  6  16  11  26  1  1  2  0  4  74  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  5  1  1  17  3  12  0  1  0  0  1  42  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  265  111  367  833  374  1190  84  151  28  21  163  3586  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to : 
France  0  35  69  195  48  63  34  7  0  4  23  478  France 
BLEU  40  0  50  140  14  24  6  6  0  0  16  296  BLEU 
Netherlands  24  105  0  188  19  51  5  7  0  0  2  400  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  109  103  103  0  52  91  21  16  9  25  49  577  Vest-Germany 
Italy  79  25  46  188  0  37  6  7  2  0  5  396  Italy 
United Kingdom  58  30  90  168  36  0  38  22  0  2  10  456  United Kingdom 
Ireland  6  1  3  13  3  43  0  2  0  0  0  70  Ireland 
Denmark  4  5  12  80  7  16  4  0  0  0  2  132  Denmark 
Greece  5  1  1  25  6  2  0  0  0  0  0  42  Greece 
Portugal  9  3  11  46  9  7  2  3  0  0  4  93  Portugal 
Spain  22  6  13  61  26  14  1  6  0  2  0  151  Spain 
INTRA-EC  358  313  398  1104  221  347  117  76  12  34  112  3092  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  57  39  47  627  57  87  60  112  0  1  16  1105  EFTA 
USA  94  5  25  138  31  71  27  8  0  3  14  417  USA 
Japan  7  1  1  19  1  10  0  1  0  0  0  40  Japan 
South  Korea  2  4  1  5  0  3  0  0  0  0  1  18  South  Korea 
Taiwan  3  4  7  22  1  5  1  1  0  0  0  43  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  4  1  5  11  5  29  2  1  0  1  1  59  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  9  1  10  31  1  16  1  1  0  0  1  72  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  765  306  211  1928  332  681  112  172  2  8  98  4615  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  Nl  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  -4  49  64  -60  2  26  2  -2  -3  -4  69  France 
BLEU  16  0  -56  13  -7  -6  5  0  0  -2  11  -27  BLEU 
Netherlands  -30  53  0  90  -22  -47  2  -7  -1  -4  -10  23  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  -59  -25  -76  0  -113  -63  9  -82  -16  -14  -3  -444  Vest-Germany 
Italy  27  16  27  124  0  -3  4  -3  -2  -7  -29  154  Italy 
United  Kingdom  -11  3  32  58  -16  0  -16  6  -1  -2  -6  47  United  Kingdom 
Ireland  -2  -1  -3  -23  -2  -4  0  -2  0  -1  0  -38  Ireland 
Denmark  -5  2  3  63  1  2  2  0  0  -2  -2  62  Denmark 
Greece  5  1  1  16  4  2  0  0  0  0  0  29  Greece 
Portugal  6  2  -1  18  9  2  2  3  0  0  2  42  Portugal 
Spain  14  4  12  25  20  7  1  4  0  0  0  86  Spain 
INTRA-EC  -40  50  -11  448  -187  -110  34  -80  -24  -35  -42  4  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  4  22  -85  391  -15  -143  43  16  -1  -4  -31  199  EFTA 
USA  0  -21  -64  -50  -72  -262  -5  -4  -3  0  -13  -494  USA 
Japan  -58  -50  -84  -263  -125  -244  -5  -35  -6  -10  -65  -944  Japan 
South  Korea  -4  0  -9  -9  -15  -17  0  0  0  0  -3  -56  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -14  1  -25  -10  -20  -40  -1  -2  -2  -1  -10  -124  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  -1  0  -1  -6  -6  3  0  0  -2  1  -3  -15  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  4  1  9  14  -3  3  1  0  0  0  0  30  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  500  195  -156  1095  -42  -509  28  21  -26  -13  -65  1029  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is less  than 0.5 million ECU 
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IMPORTS  to  :  F  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  ·GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  46  19  131  92  78  10  4  9  6  20  414  France 
BLEU  18  0  120  114  21  33  1  5  0  1  2  315  BLEU 
Netherlands  54  65  0  100  34  76  2  12  2  3  6  353  Netherlands 
Uest-Germany  153  130  200  0  136  140  14  89  34  24  38  959  Uest-Germany 
Italy  43  8  18  55  0  28  2  8  3  6  23  195  Italy 
United  Kingdom  57  24  39  105  45  0  48  15  2  3  11  349  United Kingdom 
Ireland  7  1  7  32  6  42  0  4  0  0  1  100  Ireland 
Denmark  7  4  18  15  5  10  2  0  0  2  4  66  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  15  1  8  0  0  0  0  0  24  Greece 
Portugal  7  0  10  22  1  2  0  0  0  0  2  43  Portugal 
Spain  8  2  3  32  4  10  0  3  0  2  0  64  Spain 
INTRA-EC  356  279  435  621  344  425  80  140  51  47  106  2883  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  51  18  99  192  63  130  20  96  2  3  27  700  EFTA 
USA  104  29  115  196  121  354  28  12  2  5  22  988  USA 
Japan  49  44  46  218  88  183  6  32  3  9  46  n4  Japan 
South  Korea  5  2  7  13  11  10  0  0  0  0  2  50  South  Korea 
Taiwan  10  3  27  29  12  36  1  1  1  0  6  128  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  3  3  6  10  8  14  1  1  2  0  4  52  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  3  1  2  15  3  10  0  0  0  0  1  33  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  245  103  315  712  327  971  82  145  22  19  111  3052  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  f  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to  : 
France  0  29  64  165  44  51  32  7  0  6  21  420  France 
BLEU  41  0  65  145  15  19  1  5  0  0  11  303  BLEU 
Netherlands  24  122  0  195  27  37  5  16  0  0  2  427  Netherlands 
\Jest-Germany  99  100  93  0  54  82  22  14  14  20  47  545  \lest-Germany 
Italy  90  23  29  151  0  34  7  6  1  0  7  347  Italy 
United Kingdom  55  27  65  162  36  0  35  13  2  2  12  409  United Kingdom 
Ireland  8  1  2  14  2  36  0  2  0  0  0  64  Ireland 
Denmark  4  4  9  67  6  14  3  0  0  0  3  111  Denmark 
Greece  5  0  1  29  5  2  1  1  0  0  1  45  Greece 
Portugal  8  3  9  21  8  4  1  3  0  0  3  59  Portugal 
Spain  19  4  12  53  23  7  1  5  0  1  0  125  Spain 
INTRA-EC  353  314  349  1002  220  286  107  71  17  29  106  2854  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  58  46  54  499  58  74  55  97  0  1  14  956  EFTA 
USA  66  4  31  108  19  n  25  8  0  2  28  368  USA 
Japan  5  2  2  20  1  7  0  1  0  0  1  39  Japan 
South  Korea  3  7  1  7  0  6  0  0  0  0  1  25  South  Korea 
Taiwan  3  29  4  26  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  65  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  3  1  2  9  1  18  1  1  0  0  1  38  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  8  1  10  34  1  14  0  1  0  0  2  70  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  752  296  243  1603  339  694  104  151  4  6  92  4285  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  f  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  -17  45  35  -48  -27  22  2  -9  0  2  5  France 
BLEU  23  0  -55  31  -5  -14  0  0  0  -1  9  -12  BLEU 
Netherlands  -30  57  0  96  -8  -39  3  4  -2  -3  -4  74  Netherlands 
\Jest-Germany  -55  -30  -108  0  -82  -58  9  -75  -20  -5  9  -414  \Jest-Germany 
Italy  46  16  11  95  0  6  5  -2  -3  -6  -17  152  Italy 
United  Kingdom  -2  3  26  57  -9  0  -14  -2  0  -1  1  60  United Kingdom 
Ireland  1  0  -6  -18  -4  -7  0  -2  0  0  -1  -36  Ireland 
Denmark  -3  1  -9  53  1  5  1  0  0  -2  -1  45  Denmark 
Greece  5  0  1  14  4  -5  0  1  0  0  1  21  Greece 
Portugal  2  3  -1  -1  7  3  1  2  0  0  1  16  Portugal 
Spain  11  2  9  21  19  -3  0  3  0  -1  0  61  Spain 
INTRA-EC  -3  35  -86  382  -124  -140  27  -69  -34  -18  0  -29  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  7  29  -45  306  -4  -56  35  1  -1  -2  -13  257  EFTA 
USA  -37  -25  -84  -88  -102  -277  -3  -4  -2  -3  6  -620  USA 
Japan  -43  -42  -44  -198  -87  -176  -5  -30  -3  -9  -45  -685  Japan 
South  Korea  -3  5  -7  -6  -10  -4  0  0  0  0  -1  -26  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -7  26  -23  -3  -12  -34  -1  -1  -1  0  -6  -63  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  0  -2  -4  -1  -7  4  0  0  -2  0  -3  -15  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  5  1  8  19  -2  5  0  1  0  0  1  37  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  507  194  -71  891  12  -278  22  6  -18  -13  -19  1233  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COHEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million  ECU 
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IMPORTS  to  :  f  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
france  0  58  18  129  92  80  13  5  2  7  20  423  france 
BLEU  19  0  89  82  16  25  1  3  0  1  2  238  BLEU 
Netherlands  49  69  0  90  38  56  11  15  1  1  6  336  Netherlands 
Uest-Germany  129  114  175  0  125  129  11  69  16  20  34  820  Uest-Germany 
Italy  42  10  20  58  0  28  2  5  4  2  22  191  Italy 
United Kingdom  65  21  45  114  46  0  40  15  2  3  9  359  United Kingdom 
Ireland  7  1  16  24  7  42  0  5  0  0  1  104  Ireland 
Denmark  7  3  18  16  4  10  3  0  0  1  2  63  Dennark 
Greece  0  0  0  17  1  4  0  0  0  0  0  22  Gr~e 
Portugal  7  1  12  22  1  2  0  0  0  0  1  47  Portugal 
Spain  7  2  3  30  4  7  0  1  0  4  0  58  Spain 
INTRA-EC  333  279  396  581  333  382  81  117  25  38  95  2662  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  47  15  84  205  83  152  26  93  4  4  23  736  EfTA 
USA  147  30  128  250  125  475  36  12  2  3  33  1242  USA 
Japan  41  39  28  172  73  158  6  16  7  9  28  575  Japan 
South  Korea  4  2  9  14  12  6  0  0  0  0  2  49  South  Korea 
Taiwan  8  2  35  21  10  15  1  1  2  0  3  98  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  7  1  7  9  11  23  1  0  2  0  2  61  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  3  2  1  16  2  7  0  0  0  0  0  32  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  272  97  290  718  342  1107  108  126  27  18  94  3200  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  F  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  DK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to : 
France  0  26  48  139  40  70  29  7  0  7  22  387  France 
BLEU  45  0  64  124  13  19  1  4  0  0  8  279  BLEU 
Netherlands  20  99  0  189  20  43  13  16  0  0  2  402  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  97  n  79  0  53  90  15  13  17  20  38  499  \lest-Germany 
Italy  82  17  30  146  0  33  7  4  1  0  7  327  Italy 
United Kingdom  59  21  46  125  34  0  33  14  1  2  11  345  United Kingdom 
Ireland  10  1  4  11  2  34  0  2  0  0  0  65  Ireland 
Denmark  5  3  13  50  4  16  6  0  0  1  1  99  Denmark 
Greece  4  0  1  31  5  2  0  1  0  0  0  44  Greece 
Portugal  8  4  9  20  3  5  0  1  0  0  3  54  Portugal 
Spain  21  3  12  36  23  8  0  3  0  1  0  106  Spain 
INTRA-EC  352  251  306  873  197  319  103  65  19  30  91  2606  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  76  46  55  471  59  91  63  89  0  1  29  980  EFTA 
USA  98  8  35  127  20  94  23  9  0  2  29  444  USA 
Japan  3  1  7  17  2  8  1  1  0  0  0  39  Japan 
South  Korea  4  14  1  15  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  38  South  Korea 
Taiwan  3  17  3  22  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  49  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  3  0  2  12  1  24  1  1  0  0  1  46  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  6  1  16  19  1  22  1  1  0  0  2  67  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  1008  214  270  1599  379  918  115  134  14  14  104  4no  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  F  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  -33  30  10  -52  -10  16  2  -2  0  2  -36  France 
BLEU  26  0  -25  43  -3  -6  0  1  0  -1  5  40  BLEU 
Netherlands  -28  30  0  99  -18  -13  1  1  -1  -1  -4  66  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  -32  -37  -96  0  -72  -39  4  -55  2  0  4  -321  \lest-Germany 
Italy  40  7  9  89  0  5  5  -1  -3  -2  -15  135  Italy 
United Kingdom  -6  0  1  11  -12  0  -8  -1  -1  -1  2  -14  United Kingdom 
Ireland  3  0  -13  -13  -5  -8  0  -3  0  0  0  -39  Ireland 
Dennark  -2  0  -5  35  1  6  3  0  0  -1  -1  36  Denmarlc 
Greece  4  0  1  15  4  -2  0  1  0  0  0  22  Greece 
Portugal  1  3  -3  -2  2  3  0  1  0  0  2  7  Portugal 
Spain  14  2  9  5  19  1  0  2  0  -3  0  49  Spain 
INTRA-EC  19  -28  -90  291  -136  -63  22  -53  -6  -8  -4  -56  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  29  31  -29  266  -24  -62  36  -4  -4  -2  6  244  EFTA 
USA  -49  -22  -93  -123  -105  -381  -14  -3  -2  -2  -4  -798  USA 
Japan  -38  -39  -21  -155  -71  -149  -5  -15  -7  -9  -28  -536  Japan 
South  Korea  1  12  -8  1  -11  -4  1  0  0  0  -2  -11  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -5  15  -32  1  -9  -13  -1  -1  -2  0:  -3  -49  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  -4  -1  -4  3  -10  1  1  1  -2  0  -1  -15  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  3  -1  15  3  -1  15  0  1  0  0  1  35  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  736  117  -20  881  37  -189  7  8  -13  -4  10  1570  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COHEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than 0.5 million ECU 
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60 Telecommunications  equipment  trade  1984  by  reporter and  partner  in millions of  ECU  .1984 
IMPORTS  to  :  f  BLEU  NL  0  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  IMPORTS 
from  : 
France  0  59  20  105  86  65  13  4  5  5  15  376  france 
BLEU  17  0  94  74  17  19  1  5  1  1  3  231  BLEU 
Netherlands  52  56  0  64  36  48  4  12  1  1  7  280  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  114  84  142  0  114  107  8  61  24  22  29  706  \lest-Germany 
Italy  40  6  21  55  0  25  4  4  5  2  20  183  Italy 
United  Kingdom  63  15  50  89  36  0  38  13  1  4  10  318  United  Kingdom 
Ireland  8  2  10  27  12  68  0  3  0  0  0  130  Ireland 
Denmark  6  2  9  11  3  7  3  0  0  1  1  44  Denmark 
Greece  0  0  0  13  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  15  Greece 
Portugal  4  2  4  20  2  2  0  1  0  0  1  34  Portugal 
Spain  7  0  2  23  6  10  0  0  0  4  0  53  Spain 
INTRA-EC  311  226  352  482  311  351  71  103  37  40  86  2370  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  39  15  67  180  65  99  22  79  3  2  17  589  EFTA 
USA  118  30  60  220  107  385  43  11  3  3  22  1003  USA 
Japan  37  27  19  142  58  127  4  14  4  9  18  459  Japan 
South  Korea  3  2  9  11  10  2  0  0  0  0  1  40  South  Korea 
Taiwan  9  2  26  16  10  13  2  1  1  1  3  85  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  8  1  5  9  9  15  1  1  2  0  1  50  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  3  1  2  15  3  7  0  0  0  0  0  32  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  233  83  195  620  296  899  112  109  28  17  66  2659  EXTRA-EC 
EXPORTS  from  :  f  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  EXPORTS 
to : 
France  0  25  44  127  31  55  25  5  0  4  18  335  France 
BLEU  35  0  46  101  10  14  1  3  0  0  9  218  BLEU 
Netherlands  21  102  0  156  20  31  16  7  0  0  1  356  Netherlands 
West-Germany  80  71  59  0  51  60  23  10  13  19  28  415  \lest-Germany 
Italy  53  18  29  130  0  28  11  3  1  1  7  279  Italy 
United Kingdom  48  20  36  124  29  0  40  12  0  2  12  322  United Kingdom 
Ireland  14  1  4  13  3  48  0  3  0  0  1  86  Ireland 
Denmark  4  6  12  48  3  9  3  0  0  1  1  88  Denmark 
Greece  8  0  1  26  5  2  0  1  0  0  0  42  Greece 
Portugal  7  4  1  18  2  5  0  1  0  0  3  41  Portugal 
Spain  15  4  7  47  18  7  1  2  0  0  0  101  Spain 
INTRA-EC  285  252  239  790  1n  259  119  46  15  27  79  2283  INTRA-EC 
EFTA  57  36  57  392  40  72  40  64  0  1  16  m  EFTA 
USA  69  6  20  133  21  63  26  7  0  2  16  361  USA 
Japan  4  0  1  15  2  5  0  1  0  0  0  29  Japan 
South  Korea  2  12  1  17  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  36  South  Korea 
Taiwan  3  18  4  13  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  40  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  1  1  3  12  1  28  1  1  0  0  1  48  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  18  1  14  13  1  23  1  1  0  0  2  74  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  922  183  339  1463  370  828  90  108  10  8  83  4404  EXTRA-EC 
BALANCE  of  :  f  BLEU  Nl  D  UK  IRL  OK  GR  PO  E  EC  BALANCE 
with  : 
France  0  -34  24  22  -55  -9  12  1  -5  0  3  -41  france 
BLEU  18  0  -48  27  -7  -5  0  -2  -1  -1  6  -12  BLEU 
Netherlands  -30  46  0  92  -16  -16  12  -4  -1  -1  -6  76  Netherlands 
\lest-Germany  -34  -13  -84  0  -63  -47  15  -51  -10  -4  -1  -291  \lest-Germany 
Italy  13  12  8  75  0  2  7  -1  -4  -2  -14  97  Italy 
United Kingdom  -15  6  -14  35  -7  0  2  -1  -1  -2  2  4  United  Kingdom 
Ireland  ~  -1  -5  -14  -9  -20  0  -1  0  0  0  -44  Ireland 
Denmark  -1  3  3  38  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  44  Denmark 
Greece  7  0  1  12  4  1  0  1  0  0  0  26  Greece 
Portugal  3  2  -2  -2  1  3  0  0  0  0  2  7  Portugal 
Spain  8  3  5  24  12  -3  0  2  0  -3  0  49  Spain 
INTRA-EC  -26  26  -113  308  -139  -92  48  -56  -22  -13  -7  -86  INTRA·EC 
EFTA  18  21  -10  213  -25  -27  19  -15  -3  -1  -1  188  EFTA 
USA  -49  -24  -41  -87  -87  -323  -17  -4  -3  -2  -6  -642  USA 
Japan  -33  -27  -18  -127  -57  -121  -3  -13  -4  -9  -17  -431  Japan 
South  Korea  -1  10  -8  7  -10  1  0  0  0  0  -1  -4  South  Korea 
Taiwan  -6  17  -22  -4  -10  -11  -2  -1  -1  -1  -3  -45  Taiwan 
Hong  Kong  -6  0  -2  4  -9  13  0  0  -2  0  0  -2  Hong  Kong 
Singapore  15  0  12  -2  -2  17  1  1  0  0  1  42  Singapore 
EXTRA-EC  689  100  144  842  73  -71  -22  -1  -18  -9  17  1745  EXTRA-EC 
Source  :  Eurostat  COHEXT  Zero  entry where  value  is  less  than  0.5 million ECU 
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EC Telecommunications Equipment Trade 
Definition and Use of 1988 Trade Aggregate. 
Introduction 
From 1st January 1988, trade statistics in the European Community have been 
collected on the basis of the Combined Nomenclature. The 8-digit Combined 
Nomenclature system used by the EC is based on the Custom Co-operation 
Council's 6-digit Harmonised Commodity Description and Coding System which 
has been ratified by the major trading nations. Prior to 1988  statistics on EC trade 
flows were collected using the Nimexe nomenclature. Because the mapping between 
the two nomenclatures is neither one to one or onto, it has been necessary to defme 
a new aggregate, (i.e. group of nomenclature codes) in order to identify trade flows 
in telecommunications equipment between the EC and its major trading partners. 
Definition of  a new trade aggregate 
In principle there are two ways in which a new aggregate may be defmed. The first 
involves translating the existing Nimexe-based aggregate into CN codes and 
discarding any codes which are explicitly for non-telecom usage. The disadvantage 
of this approach is that the aggregate risks being overly wide because codes are 
included for which telecommunications is not the predominant use. A further 
disadvantage is that codes covering new types of equipment are not necessarily 
picked up. A second approach involves defining a new aggregate based on 'first 
principles'. The advantage of  such an approach is that new categories of equipment 
may be included. The disadvantage is that such an aggregate tends to be more 
conservative as only codes where telecommunications is the predominant use are 
included. 
Both the approaches mentioned above have been used to define a new trade 
aggregate for telecommunications equipment based on the Combined 
Nomenclature and full details may be found in Hirst (1989). Ideally, the aggregate 
based on first principles is to be preferred for a number of reasons. First of all, it is 
more soundly based than the translation aggregate. The previous aggregate was 
certainly too wide and the new aggregate discards a number of codes, (e.g. some 
components and some terminal and radio-related equipment) whose use is not 
primarily in telecommunications, (second part of  Table 2). 
Secondly, the translation aggregate produces resultant trade flows for 1988 which 
are inconsistent with flows for previous years and which are at odds with figures 
from other sources. 
63 Inevitably, however, there is a 'grey' area when defining telecommunications 
equipment and the first principles aggregate chooses to exclude entry phone 
systems and walkie-talkie equipment used in taxis. The result is that the first 
principles aggregate produces resultant trade flows which are not completely 
consistent with the trade figures of previous years. This paper, therefore, examines 
the two aggregates developed in the Hirst report and tries to reconcile the 
preferred aggregate, (the first principles one) with earlier trade figures. 
Choice and effect of  the new trade aggregate 
The trade aggregate. used until the end of 1987 comprised 49 Nimexe codes. A 
purely mechanical translation of this aggregate produces 69 CN codes whereas the 
first principles aggregate developed by Hirst comprises 29 CN codes. Four of these 
29 codes are entirely new and do not appear in the mechanical translation. The 
translation aggregate, therefore, includes 44 CN codes omitted from the narrower 
first principles aggregate. 
A comparison of the Nimexe and CN codes indicates that in changing from the 
previously used aggregate to the new first principles one, 25 CN codes have been 
dropped which seem to warrant inclusion in the new aggregate on a pure translation 
basis. However, when these codes are examined it appears that 17 comprise 
components which have been excluded from the first principles aggregate because it 
has not been possible to identify any of the codes as having their main use in 
telecommunications.  The remaining 8 CN codes have been excluded because they 
relate to equipment which is not strictly telecommunications, e.g. entry phones, 
transmission and reception apparatus used in civil aircraft, walkie-talkies used in 
taxis. Previously, these items where included in the aggregate because the Nimexe 
codes where not sufficiently disaggregated for them to be excluded. 
To summarise, it should be stated that the previously used aggregate was too wide 
and that the new first principles aggregate is overly conservative. In order to see the 
effect on measured trade flows that this transition has, the magnitude of both the 
newly excluded components and other categories is examined. 
Table 1 indicates that the trade balance of the EC in telecommunications 
equipment has declined from just over 1,7 bn ecu in 1984 to 0,1 bn ecu in 1988, 
using the first principles aggregate for the last year, (column 9 of table 1  ). A 
number of remarks can be made about this table. Firstly, the overall surplus of the 
Community appears to have declined steadily since about 1982 although the effect 
is more marked in 1988. The deficit position with Japan has deteriorated steadily 
since 1982-83 and more markedly since 1986. In contrast the deficit with the USA 
has declined gradually in ecu terms since 1985. With respect to the rest of the world, 
(excluding the USA and Japan), the Community's trade balance fell slightly from 
about 2,9 bn ecu to 2,5 bn ecu over the period 1984-1987 and has subsequently 
dropped sharply to 1, 7 bn ecu in  1988. 
The flows given by the new aggregate, therefore, seem to be broadly in line with 
trend, except for exports to the rest of the world. These appear to be lower than 
expected by between 0.7 and 0.8 bn ecu. Adding in the categories of components and some other categories which were 
previously included in the aggregate increases substantially exports to the rest of the 
world, (by about I, 1 bn ecu- column 10 of the table). However, this modification does 
not substantially improve the trade balance with the rest of the world because imports 
rise by nearly 1,0 bn ecu. Furthermore, the trade imbalance with the USA and Japan 
widens, in the case of  Japan to 1,7 bn ecu. The result of this is that the overall extra-EC 
balance moves significantly into the red at - 0,5 bn ecu. The extension, therefore, of the 
first principles aggregate to include categories that seem to warrant inclusion on a 
translation basis only serves to exacerbate the narrowing of the trade balance. It is clear, 
therefore, that the trading performance of the Community decreased significantly in 
1988, especially with regards to third markets. This is particularly so for W. Germany 
whose exports and trade balance declined substantially in telecommunications 
equipment during 1988. 
It is nevertheless true that the previously optimistic picture of the EC trade balance was 
exaggerated. Because of the difficulty of translating on a one to on·e basis between 
Nimexe and CN codes, it is not possible to estimate the extent of the exaggeration. 
However, one category previously included and subsequent dropped, (Nimexe code 
851509, CN code 85252090, "Transmission apparatus for radio-telephony, radio-
telegraphy, radio-broadcasting or television incorporating reception apparatus other 
than for use in civil aircraft") accounted for over 0,4bn ecu of the 1,0 bn ecu trade 
balance in 1987. 
Given that on trend for the period 1986-1988, the Community trade balance in 1988 is 
estimated as being between 0,6 and 0,7 bn ecu lower than expected, (i.e. 0,1 bn ecu rather 
than 0, 75 bn ecu) it seems reasonable to posit that about two-thirds of the decline in the 
EC balance is due to the more conservative aggregate and the other third due to the 
poorer trade performance. 
What is important in terms of present trade policy is that 1. the trade imbalance with the 
USA is still substantial despite its trend decline in ecu terms, and 2. the trade imbalance 
with Japan continues to increase steadily- from 0,7 bn ecu in 1986 to 0,9 bn ecu in 1987 
and to 1,2 bn ecu in 1988.1t also seems that import penetration from some third 
countries has increased in certain sub-markets and that the Community has lost some of 
its competitive advantage, but without examining bilateral flows between say the 
Community, EFfA countries, Japan and the newly industrialised Far Eastern countries 
it is not easy to be more specific about this. 
Conclusion 
The first principles aggregate is clearly superior than any translation aggregate in terms 
of reflecting telecommunications trade. Unless there is any specific desire to include 
categories of equipment in the 'grey' area, (e.g. entry phone systems or items included in 
CN code 85252090, see above) then the aggregate should be retained in its present form. 
The decline in the trade balance from 1987 may be explained by a secular trend, (0,25 bn 
ecu ), the exclusion of certain non-telecommunications items from the previous 
aggregate, (0,45 bn ecu) and a poorer trade performance, (0,2 bn ecu). In other words 
fifty per cent of the decline in the trade balance between 1987 and 1988 is due to the 
more conservative definition. 
65 Table I 
EC  Trade  Balance  in  Telecommunications  Equipment,  1981-1988  (MECU) 
EUR-10  1)  EUR-12 
1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  2)  1988  3) 
with  US 
Exports  137  195  256  344  413  361  444  368  417  412  563 
I~rts  526  612  705  977  1205  1003  1242  988  910  819  1107 
Balance  -390  -417  -449  -634  -792  -642  -798  -620  -494  -408  -544 
with  Japan 
Exports  17  16  21  28  39  29  39  39  40  51  65 
Iq>orts  236  262  301  432  538  459  575  724  984  1220  1765 
Balance  -219  -246  -280  -404  -499  -431  -536  -685  -944  -1169  -1700 
with  rest 
Exports  3117  3465  3677  4080  4357  4014  4287  3878  4158  3319  4408 
Iq>orts  750  853  1000  1250  1445  1197  1383  1340  1692  1647  2620 
Balance  2368  2612  2678  2831  2912  2818  2904  2538  2467  1672  1788 
with  Extra-EC 
Exports  3271  3676  3954  4452  4809  4404  4770  4285  4615  3782  5036 
Iq>orts  1512  1727  2006  2659  3188  2659  3200  3052  3586  3686  5492 
Balance  1759  1949  1949  1793  1621  1745  1570  1233  1029  95  -456 
1)  EUR-10  EUR-12  without Portugal  and  Spain 
2>  First Principles Aggregate used  throughout  this report 
3) This  column  represents a  wider  aggregate based on  a  translation of  the 1987  aggregate 
Source  :  Eurostat  COMEXT 
DGXIII-E-3 
PV  06JUN89 
Telecornmunications  equipment  trade  with  rest 
~  E><ports 
D  Imports 
•  Bolo  nee 
1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1)  1988  2) 
1)  First Principles Aggregate  used  throughout  this  report 
2)  This  column  represents a  wider  aggregate based on  a  translation of  the 1987  aggregate TAIJLE 2a 
Description of Codes in the 1988 Trade Aggregate 
Switching 
85173000  Telephone switching apparatus 
































new  85202000 
85279099 
Telephonic and measurement amplifiers 
Apparatus  for coaxial cables 
Other 
Coaxial cable and other coaxial electric 
conductors 
above  for high frequency 
other 
Fitted with connectors 
Insulated with plastic material 
Insulated with other material 
Optical  fibre cables 
Instruments other 
Other transmitting apparatus 
Portable receivers for calling or paging 
Magnetrons 
Klystrons 
Relays  max.  60V 





Telegraphic,  incl.  Fax machines 
Parts 
of telephonic apparatus 
of telegraphic apparatus 
Answering machines 
Other,  incl.  mobile  telephones 
68 TAHLE2b 











































Telephonic entry phone  systems 
Other 
Headphones,earphones  and  combined micjspeaker 
sets 
Headphones,earphones  and  combined micjspeaker 
sets 
Parts of microphones,  speakers,  headphones 
etc. 
Other transmission apparatus  incl.  reception 
apparatus 
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71  ,--
,.i  ' CN 
code 
HSI6 HO 
HSI6 80 10 
85168090 
-- - I 
lane I 




-1  - -
·oo 
·oo 
- Electric b~aliag  r~si.~ors: 
- Assembled only with a  simple insulated former and eleCirical  connec-
tions, used for anti-icing or de-icing. for use in civil aircraft (22) 
-Other. 







8517 81  10 
8517 8190 
8517 82 00 
8517 90 
8517 90 10 
8517 90 91 
H517 90 YY 
• ·10  - For heating aii'CI'aji ond M'ing  surfaces. mounted on propeller aeroplanes. 
and  /Muse in certain types of  aircraft ('•) (100) •...••..••••••• 









•  10 
"JO 
I 
Electrical  apparatus for line  telephoay  or line  telegraphy9  inc:lucliag 
suda apparatus for carrier-current line systems : 
- T  elephoae sets •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
- Teleprinters  • •  • • • • •  • •  • •  •.  • • • • •  • • •  • •  •  • •  •  • • •  ..  •  • ••• 
- Telephoaic Of' telegnphic switching apparatus ••••••••••••••••• 
- Other apparatas, fOf' carrier-aarrea( lhee systems 
- Other apparatus : 
-Tel~: 
- Entry-phone systems . 
-Other ..•..• 
- T  elegrapbic •  • • • • 
-Parts: 
- Of apparatus of  subheading 85 17 40 00 ................. ·I 
-Other: 
- Of telephonic apparatus : 
- OpJ~ectronic receiw11g  de••iC'e  (I'INFET r«eiv«) willl  d  k'llvd-
engh  range  IJ00-1600 nanometres. and a  speed of not le.t.f  than 
678 megabits per secnnd, in tire form tif  a hybrid mtegratcd circuit, 
coruain~d in  a  lrou!;ing  tire  extcrim· dimen.tiuns tif M•lrich  do not 
~XC'~N 25 rnm  x  I J  mm x  I J mm. v.titlr  nt1l  mt~re tlran  16 ('(tnMC· 
ting pins,  Mitlr  an attaclrccl optical flltrc lead (pig·tail). and bettring 
an  ide-ntification  marking  CCHt.ti.flilf,l/!  u.f ur  itrduding  mre  of tire 




otlrer idcnlijiC'tllimr mwl..itrJ.:.t rdtlling ttl d<"''icr.t t'amrf.t•ittg  H'itll tit<' 
tJiuJw!mctrtiuncd tl<-.taiptitm  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
- As.~<·mh_/_t• .fitr  td<'fllumi(·  tlf'f'"rtltw:  nm.ti.'Uing  tif u  mirrtlfllrtm<". 
prm.·c·ting  c-in·,it  tuul  /mtr-"'ll.l'  ,·tmnc,·titrg  .wu:kr1.  mmmtt•tl tut o 
pri11ted c·ir<uit.  M'ith  ,Jim<'tf.\itm.t twl f"\"1''-'<'tlins:  } } x  -10 mm 
- Ot,l'r: .. 







----1------------- -----···--------- --- ·-·- ·-·-···---------- --
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8518 29 10 
85182990 
851830 













Microphones and stands thecefor; loadspeakecs~ whether or not moun-
ted  in  their enclosures;  headphon~ earphones and combined  micro-
phone/speaker sets; audio-frequency electric amplifiecs; electric sound 
amplifier sets : 
- Microphoaes alld stands therefor: 
• 00  - - For use in civil aircraft (l:Z)  • 

















..  {)() 
- Loadspeakeis, wltether or aot mounted in their endosuces : 
- Single loudspeakers, 1110anted in theic eadosures : 
- - For use in civil aircraft (22)  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
---Other································ 
- Multiple lou4speak~  mounted in die same enclosure : 
- ...  For use in civil aircraft (U)  • .  • .  .  • • • • •  •  • 
---Other 
- -Other: 
- - - For use in civil aircraft (22) 
---Other ..•...•..••...••.•...••. 
- Headphoaes. eacphones Hd coa.ttiaed Hrophetle/speaker sets  : 
- For use in civil aircraft (21) .  . 
-Other ...  · ••......... 
- Audio-frequency electric amplifiers: 
- For use in civil aircraft (:Z:Z)  •  • •  •  •  • 
-Other: 
-Telephonic and measurement amplifiers .•. 
-Other: 
- With only one channel 
-Other ........  . 
- Electric sound amplifier sees : 
- - For U$C  in civil aircraft (22) • 
-Other. 
- For uu in certain type.,· tif  aircra_l; (4) (100)  . 
- - Otlter .........  . 
Turntables (record-decb).  record-players,  casseUc-c•laycrs  and  other 
sound  reproducing  apparacus,  nc.C  inC(lf'porating  a  S(tuctd  rccctrding · 
device: 
- Cctin- etr diSC·••tterated re<:ord-playcrs CN 
8519 21 00 
8519 29 00 
8519 3100 







8519 99 10 
851999 90 
8520 
8520 10 00 
8520 20 00 
8520 31 
8520 31  II 
8520 31  19 
N520 31  30 
N520 .11  90 
I 





.. -~ ---1-· -·· 
! 
I 










•  10 
*90 
·oo 





•  ()(I 
• 00 
.  ()() 
- Ocher record-players : 
- Without loudspeaker • 
-Other .•.•.•••• 
- Turntables (record-decks) : 
- With automatic record changing ntechanisna 
1- -Other .....•••• 
I - Transcribing machines 
- Other sound reproducing apparatus : 
- Cassette-type : 
.  ·I 
.. -I 
- With  built-in  amplifier.  without  built-in  loudspeaker.  capable  of 
operating without an external source of power and the dimensions 
of which do not exceed  170 mm x 100 mm x 45  mm .......•. 
-Other: 
I ,- -Of  a kind used in  motor vehicles 
-Other: 
- Music reproducers a11d automatic annou11cers, for use in certain 
types of  aircraft('') (100) 
-Other 
- Other: 
- With laser optical reading system . 
-Other: 
- Music  reproducers  and auwmatic annt1uncers.  for u.fe  in  certain 
types of  aircraft (4) (100) . 
- Other . .........  . 
Magnetic tape recorders and other sound recording apparatus~ whether 
or not incorporating a sound reproducing device : 
- ~~~:tin~  -~a~h.in-~ ~o~ ~a.p~b-le. ~r  _o:_r~ti_n:  ~i~l~o~t.  a~  -e~t~r~~l -~u~c~  _.,~ 
1 
I - Tele1•110ne  answering machines .......................•  ·I 
- Other magnetic tape recorders incorporaticag sound reproducing apparatus :  I 
- CasseUe-type : 
'  ,_ 
i-
1 
- With built-in amplifier and one or more huilt-in loudspeakers: 
- Cap<thlc nf opcra1111g  without ;ut  extern~tl soun:e of power 
- Other ...  .I 
-I 
With  huilt-in  <tmplilicr,  without  huilt-in  loudspe<akcr,  t:<tp:.thlc  of 
operating without an  extcrn<~l source of power ;111d  the dimensions 
of which do not cx.cccd  170  111111  x  100 nun  .~.:  45 nun 
- Other 
rj r. 
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--------f----+--------------------------------------·-----·-
8524 22 90 
8524 23 
8524 23 10 
8524 2390 
852490 





8525 10 10 





8525 30 10 
8525 30 91 
8525 3099 
8526 
I  8526 10 
8526 10  II 
8526 10 13 
H526 10  19 















.  ()() 
- -Other 
- or  a width exceeding 6,5 mm  : 
- Bearing data or instructions (other than sound or vision recordings) 
of a kind used in automatic data processing machines 
....:.  Other 
-Other: 
- Compact discs  . 
-Other: 
- Bearing data or instructions (other than sound or vision recordings) 
of a kind used in automatic data processing machines 
-Other ..........................  . 
Transmission  apparatus  for  radio-telephony,  radio-telegraphy,  radio-
broadcasting  or  television,  whether  or  not  incorporating  reception 
apparatus  or  sound  recording  or  reproducing  apparatus;  television 
cameras: 
- Traasmission apparatus : 
- Radio-telegraphic or radio-telephonic apparatus,  for  use  in  civil  air-
craft (22) 
-Other .. 
- Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus : 




- With 3 or more camera tubes . 
-Other: 
- Incorporating in  the same housing a video recording or reproducing 
apparatus 
-Other  _ . 
Radar apparatus, radio  navigational  aid  apparatus and  radio  remote 
control apparatus : 
- Radar apparaCus : 
For usc in  civil aircraft (ll): 









8526 91  19 
8526 9190 
852692 




8527 It 10 
8527 II 90 
8527 19 00 
8527 21 
8527 21  10 
8527 21 90 
8527 29 00 
8527 31 
8527 .11  10 
X527 31  91 
8527 31  99 











- Radio navigational aid apparatus : 
For usc in civil aircraft (22) : 
- Radio navigational receivers 
-Other. 
-Other .. 
Radio remote control apparatus : 
- For use in civil aircraft (22) 
-Other ...........  . 
Reception  apparatus  for  radio-telephony,  radio-telegraphy  or  radio-
broadcasting,  whether  or  not  combined,  in  the  same  housing,  with 
sound recording or reproducing apparatus or a clock : 
- Radio-broadcast  receiv~rs capable of operating without  an external souru 
of power,  including apparatus capable of receiving  also radio-telephony or 
radio-telegraphy : 
- Combin~  with sound recording or reproducing apparatus : 
- With laser optical reading system . 
-Other 
-Other •• 
I_  Radio-broadcast  receivers  not  capable  of  operating  without  an  ~xternal 
source  of  pow~r. of  a  kind  used  in  motor  vehicles,  including  apparatus 










- Combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus : 
- With  laser optical reading system . 
-Other 
-Other .. 
Other  radio-broadcast  receh·ers.  including  avparatus  cavable  of 
also radio-televhony or radio-telegraphy : 
Com!Jincd with sound recording or rcproducinJ.! a111laratus : 
With in  the same hou~ing one or more loudspeakers 
- - Other: 




- - Video l'roj<'cfw  Olllltlflll,l!,  of tltrl'l'  nolullh·-rur tuhc•1  t•uch  u·ith 
ll lt'fll,for tt\t' 111  c·couttt fl'{l£'.\ of ainr11/i (4 )  ( ICII) 










I >cscri pi  im1 
·--------- --------------------
8527 3200  ·oo 
8527 39 
8527 39 10  ·oo 
8527 39 91  ·oo 
8527 39 99  ·oo 
8527 90 
8527 90 10  ·oo 
8527 90 91  *00 
85279099  • 00 
8528 
8528 10 
8528 10 II  • 00 
8528 to 19  • 00 
8528 to 30  ·oo 
8528 10 40 
•  10 
• 90 
8528 10 so  • 00 
8528 10 60  • 00 
8528 10 71  * 00 
852.8  10 7J  • 00 
8528 10 79  • 00 
8528 10 91  .  ()() 
- Not  combi~ with  sound  recording or reproducing  apparatus but com-
bined with a clock  .  • .  . · .  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  •  .  .  .  .  • 
-Other: 
- With in the same housing one or more loudspeakers 
-Other: 
- Without built-in amplifier 
- With built-in amplifier 
- Other apparatus : 
- For radio-telephony or radio-telegraphy, for use in civil aircraft (22)  • 
-Other: 
- Portable receivers for calling or paging 
-Other  . 
Television  receivers  (including  video  monitors  and  video  projectors), 
whether or not combined,  in  the same housing,  with  radio-broadcast 
receivers or sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus : 
-Colour: 
- Video  recording  or  reproducing  apparatus  incorporating  a  video 
tuner: 
- Using magnetic tape on reels or in cassettes: 
- Of a  width  not  exceeding  1,3  em  and  allowing  recording  or 
reproduction at a tape speed not exceeding 50 rnrn per second 
-Other . 
-Other .. 
- Television projection equipement : 
- Video projector consisting of  three cathode-ray tubes each  with a lens  . 
for use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
-Other ...................  . 
- Apparatus incorporating a  videophonic recorder or reproducer . 
- Video monitors 
-Other: 
With integral tube, wilh a diagonal measurement of the screen : 
Not exceeding 42 em  .  .  .  .  . 
- - Exceeding 42 em hut not  cxccedint~ 52  em 
Exceeding 52 em 
-Other: 
- - Video luncrs . 
'18 ' 
CN 
; .. uhhcad 
I  I 
I  I 
'l.uic  i 
I 
l 
lk  .. cnplwn 
--,  --, 
8531110  -·-t --
8531 80 •o 
1
.  .. oo  I 
:I 
- Ocher apparatus : 
- For use in civil aircraft (22) . 
8531 80 90  • 00  -Other. 
8531 90 00  I 
*  10  1- - Of warning apparatw• for prot~ctiou against fir~. for  us~ in  certain type 1 
8532 
85321000 
8532 21 00 
8532 22 00 
8532 2300 
8532 24 
8532 24  10 
8532 24 90 
X5J225 tiU 
X5J2 29 00 
• 90 




•  10 
• 90 
•  10 
*90 
•  10 
• 90 
•  10 
"9() 
•  I 0 
..  <)() 
•  I 0 
• 90 
I 
of  aircraft (4) ( 100)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .. 
.....  -I  -Other ...........................  . 
Electrical capacitors, fixed, variable or adjustable (pre-set) : 
- fixed capacitors designed for use in 50/60 Hz circuits and having a  reactive 
power handling capacity of not less than O.S  kvar (power capacitors) : 
- For use in certain type.<i of  aircraft (4) (108)  . 
-Other . .......  . 
- Other fixed capacitors: 
-Tantalum: 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (lOll) 
-Other .......  . 
- Aluminium electrolytic : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (lOR) 
-Other ............  . 
- Ceramic dielectric. single layer : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (108) 
-Other ...........  . 
- Ceramic dielectric. mulcilayer : 
- Wich connecting leads: 
- For use in certain types  l~f aircraft('') (IOKJ 
- Other. 
- Other: 
- For w;e ;, cerrai11  (_IJI<'S  of  llircra(t ('') ( IIIK) 
I- - Otlu•r . .... 
I 
I -- - UielccCric or l'liiiCf or llla_,lics : 





I  - For IHl' 111  n•rll/111  f_l'f~~'' of  aircra!i (~)(!UK) 
I - OtltN  . 
I 
I 



















8532 30  - Variable or adjustable (pre-set) capacitors: 




8533 10 00 
8533 21 00 




8533 40 10 
8S.l3 40 90 
8533 90 00 
•  10  - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (108) 
• 90 
•  10 
•  20 
• 90 
•  10 
• 90 
•  10 
• 90 
•  10 
• 90 
·oo 
•  10 
..  90 
• 00 
""10 
..  90 
• 00 
.  (){) 
-Other 
-Other: 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (108) 
-Other: 
- Adjustable capacitors in  the form of  circular plates with a diameter 
of  not more than 2,5 mm, fitted with a screwhead in the centre and 
two  connecting  tags,  of a  thickness  not  exceeding  J  mm and a 
capacity of  5 or more picofarads but not exceeding JO picofarads, 
for the manufacture of  products falling within Chapter 9/ (4) .• 
-Other . 
- Parts: 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (108)  . 
-Other ....................  . 
Electrical  resistors  (including  rheostats  and  potentiometers),  other 
than heating resistors : 
- Fixed carbon resistors, composition or film types : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (lOB)  . 
-Other . ......  . 
- Other fixed resistors : 
-:- For a power handling capacity not exceeding 20 W : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (lOS) 
-Other 
-Other .• 
- Wirewound variable resistors, including rheostats and potentiometers : 
- For a  power handling capacity not exceeding 20 W : 
- For use in certain type of  aircraft (•) (lOB)  . 
- Other 
-Other .. 
- Other variable resistors, including rheostats and  potentiometers : 
- For a  power handling capacity not exceeding 20  W : 
- For tHe;, certain fJ'JII'.5 of  aircraft (4) (lOll) 
- - Other 
- Other . 
Parts ... 
80 CN  Taric 
code:  subhead 
l>c:scriplion 
-----------·------------·-·-·--------------------------
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8535 3090  - -Other: 
•  10  - - - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
*90  - - -Other 
85354000  - Lightning arresters, "oltage limitei'S and surge suppressors : 
•  10  - - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100)  . 
*90  - -Other. 
&535 90 00  - Other : 
8536 
8536 10 00 
8536 20 
8536 20 10 
•  10  - - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100)  . 
• 90  - - Other . 
•  10 
• 90 
•  10 
• 90 
Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or 
for  making  connections  to  or  in  electrical  circuits  (for  example,  v 
switches, relays, fuses, surge suppressors, plugs, sockets, lamp-holders, 
junction boxes), for a voltage not exceeding l 000 volts: 
-Fuses: 
- - For use in certain types of  aircraft (•) (100)  . 
- -Other. 
- Automatic circuit breakei'S : 
- - For a current not exceeding 63 A : 
- - - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4)  (100) 
- - -Other 
8536 20 90  - - For a current exceeding 63 A : 
•  10  - - - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
• 90  - - - Other 
8536 30  - Other apparatus for protecting electrical circuits: 
8536 30 10  - - For a current not exceeding 16  A: 
•  10  - - - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
* 90  - - - Other 
8536 30 30  - - For a current exceeding 16  A but not exceeding 12S  A : 
•  10  - For use in  certain type.\· of  aircraft (4) (100) 
• 90  - -- - Other 
8536 3090  For a current exceeding 12S  A : 
•  10  -- For u.H' in  certlllll f)'fl<'.\. of  mrcra{t (4) (IOO) 
• 90  -- - -- Otlwr 
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Relays: 
For a  voltage not exceeding 60 volts : 
- For a current not exceeding 2 A: 
•  10  ,_  - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
! 
- Other: 
• 91  - - - - - Thermal  relays  contained  in  a  hermetically  sealed glass  car-
•  10 
tridge  not exceeding  35  mm in  lengh  excluding  wires:  with  a 
maximum  leakage  rate  of /0-6  cml  He/sec  at  I  bar  in  the 
temperature range 0 to  J6(Jo  C.  to be incorporated into compres-
sors for refrigerating equipment (4)  •••••••••••••••• 
-Other .........  . 
- For a current exceeding 2 A : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft(~) (100) 
-Other: 
•  91  - - - - - Thermal  relays  contained  in  a  hermetically  sealed glass  car-
..  10 
• 91 
..  10 
..  91 
•  '}9 
tridge  not exceeding  35  mm in  lengh  excluding  wires:  with  a 
maximum  leakage  rate  of J0-6  cnrJ  He/sec  at  I  bar  in  the 
temperature range 0 to /60° C.  to be incorporated into compres-
sors for refrigerating equipment (4)  ............•••• 
-Other 
-Other: 
For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
Other: 
- Thermal relays contained in  a  hermetically sealed gla.u cartridge 
not exceeding  35  mm in  lengh  excluding  wires:  with  a  maximum 
leakage rate of  10-6  cml He/sec at I  bar in the temperature ra11ge 
0  to  160°  C.  to  be incorporated into compressors for refrigerating 
equipment (4)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  _ .  .  .  .  . ........  . 
- Otller. 
- Other switd1es : 
For use in c·ertaiu type.{ of  uircraft ('') (100) 
Other: 
- Reed switcllcs in  the finm of  a glass capsule containing not more than 
three  el<•ctrical  contact.f  otr  mrtal  arms  and  a  .wna/1  quantity  of 
mercury  _ _ . 
Telettlwne  line  .\--witch  a.uemblu·.f  corui.~ti11~ of one mm•eable ami one 
stationary  bifurc(lfl•d  spnn~  witll  coutuct  area  of tiiffu.red  gold  of 
palladium  sill'l~r  mlay.  mounted  in  f10~1·carho11af('  material.  and  of 
llimcn.fion."i not CXC<'ClllfiK  40 "'"' A  20 mm x  I J mm  .  .  _ .  .  .  .  _ _  -~ 
--- - -·  Othc-r  .  _ _ .  _ .  . 
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8536 61  10 
•  10 
• 90 
8536 61 90 
•  10 
• 90 
85366900  •oo 
853690 
853690 II 
•  10 
• 90 
8536 90 19 
•  10 
• 90 
853690 90 




8537 10 10 
•  10 
• 90 
X537  10 91 
•  10 
• 90 
XS.H  1099 
•  10 
lksaiplwn 
Lamp-holders. plugs and sockets : 
Lamp-holders : 
- Edison lamp-holders : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
-Other. 
-Other: 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
-Other . 
-Other •.•••. 
- Other apparatus : 
- Connections and contact elements for wire and cables: 
- For co-axial cables : 
- For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (IOO) 
-Other . 
-Other: 
- Intended for the power plant. for use in certain type.f of  aircraft (4) 
(100)  . 
-Other . 
-Other: 
- Junction  boxes for video  systems. for use in  certain  type.f  of aircraft 
(4) (100) 
-Other  . 
Boards,  panels (including  numerical  control  panels),  consoles,  desks, 
cabinets  and  other  bases,  equipped  with  two  or  more  apparatus  of 
heading  No  8535 or 8536,  for electric control or the distribution of 
electricity, including  those  incorporating  instruments or apparatus or 
Chapter 90, other than switching apparatus of heading No 8517 : 
For a  voltage not exceeding I 000 volts : 
Numerical  control  panels  with  built-in  <tutomatic  data  processing 
machine: 
For  u.-;e in certain typ<'.\  ofaircraji (4)  (100) 
Other 
-Other: 
Programmable memory conlrollcr' 
- - f"or  ll\l' in Ci'rlain  l.l'f'l'.\ of  illfl raft ( 4 )  ( IIIII) 
- Otlwr . 
- -Other: 
- ,\'J'.{fi'tll COtrlrol  llflll\ to drll'l' and nmtrol l'ldt•o  1,1'111'111.\,  {or Ill<'  in 
ci•rtain type.\  o{wrcmft (4 )  ( 111u) 
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- Lamps for ltglrting. for use in certain t)•pe.<; of  aircraft (4)  ( IOO) 
- Otlrer. 
-Other: 
- Dual lamps : 
- Lamps for lighting, for use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (100) 
-Other. 
-Other: 
- Mercury vapour lamps 
- Sodium lamps : 
- With a  U-shaped discharge tube 
-Other 
-Other: 
- Lamps for lighting, for use in certain types of  aircraft(") (100) 
-Other .............  . 
- Ultra-riolet or infra-red lamps; arc: lamps: 
- Ultra-violet lamps . 
- Infra-red lamps 
-Arc lamps 
-Parts: 
- Lamp bases 
-Other .... 
Thermionic,  cold  cathode  or  photocathode  valves  and  tubes  (for 
example, vacuum or vapour or gas filled valves and tubes, mercury arc 
rectifying  valves  and  tubes,  cathode-ray  tubes,  television  camera 
tubes) : 
- Cathode-ray  television  picture  tubes.  including  video  monitor  cathode-ray 
tubes: 
-Colour: 
- With a diagonal measurement of the screen not exceeding 42 em : 
- For  u.H:  in certain tJ'{U'l of  aircraft (4) (100) 
- Ot/l(:r: 
- Equipped  with  a  pNforatl'd  mask  (so-called  'dot  mtHk ')  lt'itlr 
drctmn  guns placed in  a  triangle (ddw' t<·dllliquc)  or placed 
.{id<•  b_,.  side {'i11-lirrc•'  t<'Clllliqu<•)  with  coflt'<'rJ.:<'fiCl'  error.\  of not 
more than  0.8  mm  i11  the  corrH'rs.  lunoi11K  a  diaKtmaf tznJ;fe  (!fl 
ih'}le_ction  not  l·xn·l'dmg  90"  and  with  maximum  colour  dot 








8540 42 00 
854049 00 
8540 81  00 
2 
• 25  - Colour cathode ray tubes with a dot mask equipped with electron guns 
in  a  triangular fashion (delta technology) with  a distance of  less than 
0,4  mm  between  colour  dots.  with  at  least  one  of the following 
characteristics : 
a diagonal screen measurement of  at least 66 em; 
equipped with  a phosphor layer calibrated with  the following nominal 
coordinates for the colour dots : 
- red green blue 
X 0,64 0,29 0,15 
Y 0,33 0,60 0,06 
or 
X 0,64 0.31 0,155 
y 0.14 0.595 0,07 
or 
X 0,610 0,307 0,150 
y 0,350 0,595 0,065 
or 
X 0,61 0,205 0,15 
Y 0,35 0,680 0,065 
or 
X 0,62 0,29 0,15 
y 0,35 0,60 0.065 . 
• 26  - Flat screen  monochrome cathode ray tubes having a  diagonal screen 
measurement of  not less than  142 mm and not more than 145 mm, a 
luminescence of  between 300 and 4()() lumen. a  resolution of  between 
0,06 and 0,1 mm. phosphor types PI or P55 or P56.  an anode voltage 
or more than 34 K v.  a focus voltage of  more than 7 K v and a cathode 
current of  not less than 3 mA  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  • 
•  27  - Cathode-ray tubes (colour) equipped with a peiforated mask (so-called 
'dot mask') with  electron guns placed in a  triangle ('delta' technique) 
or placed side by side (in-line' technique) with  convergence errors of 
not  more  than  0.8 mm in  the  corners.  having  a  diagonal angle of 
deflection not exceeding 90° and with maximum colour dot spacing of 
less than 0,4 mm 
• 99  -Other ..................................  . 
- Microwave tubes (for example,  magnetron~ klystrons, travelling wave tubes,  ""'~ 
carcinotrons), excluding grid-controlled tubes : 
- Magnetrons : 
•  10  - For use in certain types of  aircraft (4) (108) 
• 90  - Other  . 
- Klystrons : 
•  10  - For uu in certain types of  aircraft (4) (108) 
• 90  - Other 
- Other: 
•  10  F(Jr  u.w!  in certain types of  aircraft (•) (108) 
• 90  - Other ......  . 
- Other valves and tubes : 
- Receiver or amplifier valves and tubes : 
*10  - f"or  use in certain tyfl<'.<i  of  aircraft (•) (I  OK) 
• 90  - Otht•r  ..... 
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8544 It 10 
8544 1190 
8544 19 
8544 19 10 
·oo 
·oo 
- Assemblies  and  sub-assemblies  consastmg  of two  or  more  parts  or 
pieces fastened or joined together. for flight  recorders. for use in civil 
aircraft (22) . 
-Other .... 
Insulated  (including  enamelled  or  anodised)  wire,  cable  (including 
co-axial cable) and other insulated electric conductors, whether or not 
fitted  with  connectors;  optical  fibre  cables,  made  up  of individually 
sheathed fibres,  whether or not assembled with  electric conductors or 
fitted with connectors : 
- Winding wire : 
-or  copper: 
- Lacquered or enamelled 
- - -Other ...........  . 
-Other: 
- Lacquered or enamelled 
8544 19 90  - Other: 
•  10  - Insulated  winding  wire of  aluminium of a  purity of not less than 
99,5 % by weight, neither lacquered.  ~arnished nor enamelled.  with 
a  total  tickness  of not  less  tha~ 0.15  mm  and not  more  than 
0,16 mm ........  · .......................  . 
• 90  - - - - Other .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
8544 20  - Co-axial cable and other co-axial electric conductors : 
8544 20 10 
8544 20 91 
8544 20 99 
8544 30 
8544 30 10 
8544 30 90 
8544 41  00 
·oo  - Ready for connectors to be fitted or already provided with connectors. 
-Other: 
• 00  - - For high frequency . 
• 00  - - - Other  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
• 00 
• 00 
.  ()() 
Ignition wiring sets and other wi.-ing  sets of a  kind used in vehicles. aircraft 
or ships: 
- For usc in civil aircraft (22) . 
-- Other ............  . 
- Other clt.'Cfric conductors, for a  voltage not exceeding 80 volts : 
- - Fiucd with connectors  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 




8544 49  - Other : 
8544 49 10 
85444990 
8544 51 00 
8544 59 
85445910 




8544 60 II 
85446013 
8544 60 19 





8545 II 00 
·oo  Insulated with plastic m:ttcrial 
• 00  - - - Insulated with other materials .....................  . 
•oo 
•oo 
- Other  electric  conductors,  for  a  voltage  ex~ing 80  volts  but· not  ex-
ceeding I 000 volts : 
- - Fitted with connectors 
-Other: 
- With individual conductor wires of a diameter exceeding O,S I mm  . 
-Other: 
- Insulated with rubber or other elastomers. including cross-linked 
materials ...............................  . 
- - - - Insulated with other plastic material 








.  ()() 
- Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding I 000 volts: 
With copper conductors : 
- Insulated  with  rubber  or  other  elastomers.  including  cross-linked 
materials  .............................  . 
Insulated with other plastic material 
Insulated with other materials ....................  . 
- With other conductors : 
- Insulated  with  rubber  or  other elastomers.  including  cross-linked 
materials  ............................  .  i 
1 -
- - - ln::ulatcd with other plastic material  ........ -I 
I 
- - Insulated wnh other  mJt~rrals.  .  .  .  I 
I_ Optical (;bre cabl" ...............................  I 
Carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, lamp carbons, ballcry carbons and I 
other articles of ~raa•hitc or other carbon, with or without metal, of a I  I  kind used for electrical purpo"'' o 



















9029 20 tO 
9029 20 31 







9030 10  10 





















Gas.  liquid  or  electricity  supply  or  production  meCers.  including 
calibrating meters therefor : 
- Gas metei"S  •  . 
- Liquid meters  • 
- Electridty metei"S : 
- For alternating current : 
- For single-phase 
- For multi-phase 
-Other .......  . 
- Parts and accessories : 
- For electricity meters 
-Other ........  . 
Revolution  counters,  production  counters.  taximeters,  mileometers. 
pedometers and the like; speed indicators and tachometers, other than 
those of heading No 9014 or 9015; stroboscopes : 
- Revolution countei"S.  production counters, taximeters. mileometers, pedome-
ters and the like : 
- Electric or electronic revolution counters. for use in civil aircraft (21) 
-Other .....................  . 
- Speed indicators and tachometers; stroboscopes : 
- Speed indicators and tachometers : 
- For use in civil aircraft (:!2) 
-Other: 
- Speed indicators for vehicles . 
-Other .. 
- Stroboscopes . 
- Parts and accessories : 
- Of revolution  counters. speed  indicators and  tachometers.  for  use  in 
civil aircraft (22) 
-Other .....  . 
Oscilloscopes,  spectrum  analysers  and  other  instruments  and  appar-
atus for measuring or checking electrical quantities, excluding meters 
of  heading  No  9028;  instruments  and  apparatus  for  measuring  or 
detecting alpha. beta, gamma, X-ray, cosmic or other ionizing radia-
tions: 
- Instruments and apparatus for- measur-ing or dcCecCiug  ionising radiations : 
- For u:.e  in civil aircrafl (  11)  . 





9030 20 10 
9030 2090 
903031 











9030 81  10 
90308190 
..  903089 
903089 10 






9031  10 00 
9031 2000 















- Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and cathode-ray oscillographs: 
- For use in civil aircraft (22) . 
-Other ............  . 
- Other  iastruments  aad  appantu~ for  measuring  or  checking  voltage, 
curreat, resistaace or power, without a ftCOrdiag device: 
- Maltimeters : 
- For use in civil aircraft (22) 
-Other 
-Other: 






- Other instruments and  apparatu~ specially designed for telecommunications 
(for  example,  cross-talk  meters,  gaia  measuring  instruments,  distortioa 
factor meters, psopllometers): 
- For use in civil aircraft (22) . 
-Other ............  . 
- Other instruments and apparatus : 
- With a recording device : 
- For use in civil aircraft·(22) 
-Other 
-Other: 




- t•arts and accessories : 
- For use in civil aircraft (22)  . 
-Other ............  . 
Measuring  or  checking  instruments,  appliances  and  machines,  not 
s11ecified or included elsewhere in  this chapter; profile projectors : 
• 00  - Machines for balancing mechanical pares 
• 00  - Tcsc benches •  .  .  . 
• 00  - l"rofile projectocs 
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